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FADE IN EXT. NEW YORK CITY - STREET - DAY (RUSH HOUR)

AS BEGINNING TITLES ROLL

Through the hustling crowd, a scruffy, black homeless man in

his late 40’s (MISTER) is seen carefully carrying a small

greasy pizza box; a dirty mongrel dog is tied to his side as

they head toward the park. The pair head straight for a

tiny, multi-layered, scraggly, schizophrenic, white,

middle-aged bag woman (COREEN), who talks excitedly and

gesticulates as people flow by her without notice. Mister

sits on a park bench next to her and holds a slice directly

in front of Coreen. Smiling, she takes the pizza. The two

eat without speaking. Mister breaks off bits of his slice

and slips them to the dog. The density of the passing crowd,

again obscure the homeless from view.

INT. LARGE BANQUET HALL

MAYOR MADDOX stands at an impressive podium addressing a

reserved crowd in formal wear. A young assistant stands

toward the rear of the stage holding a wooden plaque.

MAYOR MADDOX

It is an honor to bestow on this

remarkable man, our New York City

Citizen of the Year Award. Ladies

and gentlemen, I give you BASIL

CHAMBERS, the founder of the Safer

City Action Board.

BASIL, a handsome, erudite, silver haired man in his 50’s,

rises to audience applause and shakes the hand of the mayor.

Photographers snap shots as the young assistant hands the

plaque to the mayor, who extends it to Basil. The two

gentlemen smile for the cameras.

EXT. - AN NEW YORK CITY ALLEY - NIGHT

A homeless man pushing a shopping cart piled high with

belongings, ambles by. He turns down a narrow, deserted

alley and reaching halfway in, a dark panel truck, with its

lights our appears out of nowhere, slams into the

vagrant. Two men jump out of the vehicle and look around.

One runs to open the rear door of the truck. The other grabs

the fallen homeless man under the arms and drags him to the

truck. Unceremoniously, they toss the victim into the back,

quickly climb into the cab and drive off. The overturned

shopping cart, with its tossed contents lay strewn in the

darkened alley.
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EXT. ROOFTOP RESTAURANT- DAY

The restaurant is elegant. Stanchions hold beautiful

flowering hanging pots. Marble statues are tastefully placed

near the surrounding wall. A fountain softly gurgles against

the wall. Waiters stand strategically.

Basil and his paramour LENORE, a beautiful, statuesque woman

in her 30’s, dine. In the interior dining room, a waiter

points toward them, directing a rugged, mature man with

rigid posture and a tendency to speak as if giving orders,

LANCE GARDNER, to the outside table. He hurries over and

sits at their table.

LANCE

Good God Bass, you’re a hard man to

find. I’ve been trying to get hold

of you for three weeks.

BASIL

We were on vacation... Paris then

London for the Shakespeare

Festival. Honey, this is Lance

Gardner.

She smiles, nods and offers her hand which Lance

perfunctorily takes and shakes.

LANCE

It’s a pleasure. You’re a helluva

business man Bass, but it is

ridiculous how inaccessible you

are.

BASIL

Think of me as the Howard Hughes of

our time. I’m eccentric.

LENORE

Good to meet you Lance. Sweetheart,

I see the Grants over there, I need

to say hello. I’ll be right back.

Lenore leaves to go address another couple across the room.

LANCE

Telephones are a good thing Basil.

BASIL

A necessary evil. No phone on

vacation. So what’s up? The Bronx

condo project is on auto pilot.

(CONTINUED)
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LANCE

It’s not the project. It’s your

kid. I need you to talk to him for

me.

BASIL

That would be Paul, right?

LANCE

He’s trying to destroy me Bass.

Could you talk to him on my behalf?

BASIL

I wish I could. You know my boys

haven’t spoken to me in years.

Lance leans in and looks around to be sure no one else can

hear him.

LANCE

He’s destroying me. He purchased my

suppliers in Mexico and Indonesia;

shut me out. Everywhere I’m rooted,

he’s positioned himself to

dismantle me.

BASIL

Paul is formidable. He’s why I had

to let go of Monarch

Enterprise. He out-sharked the

great white. Paul’s smarter than

me.

LANCE

It’s like he’s got a personal

vendetta against me. You’ve got to

do something.

BASIL

I’m probably the reason he’s

gunning for you, must’ve found out

we’re friends. He still blames me

for the death of their mother. You

know she died within a year of my

marrying Michelle. The boys hate

me. Haven’t talked to me in over a

decade.

LANCE

That’s a long time to hold a

grudge.

(CONTINUED)
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BASIL

They loved their mother. They’ve

got wives and children I’ve never

met. It’s a sure thing Paul didn’t

recognize our other projects or he

would have found a way to sabotage

them too.

LANCE

I won’t let your son take me down.

And it’s not just me,

Sinclair-Wilson is on the ropes. I

think Paul’s undermining them too.

BASIL

When I sold out to Warren and

Kretchfield and he took them out

like they were rookies.

LANCE

Paul’s not climbing the ladder,

Bass. He’s burning the son of a

bitch down. I’m not folding, I’m

not selling. I have no intention of

being taken out of the game by your

kid. You know I’m not one to lose a

fight.

BASIL

Stop whining. Beat him like a

businessman. Get Chinese

manufacturers. Camouflage your

holdings. Did you lose your chops?

There’s no room in business for

that other stuff.

LANCE

Like you said, He’s smarter than

me.

BASIL

Then hire someone smarter than him.

LANCE

Who? Suggest someone.

BASIL

No one comes to mind. Besides, we

still have the condo project on

line and Fasttrack has proven very

lucrative. Ahhh. Here comes my

lovely lady.

Lenore walks out onto the dining patio smiling broadly.

(CONTINUED)
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LENORE

Will you be joining us Lance?

LANCE

No, thank you gracious lady.

Obviously you have plans. Call me

tonight Bass. We need to talk.

BASIL

I’ll call you tomorrow. As you

said, I have plans.

EXT. - CITY STREET CORNER - NIGHT (SUMMER)

DANIEL, 23 and homeless, unkempt and dirty, plays his

clarinet for donations on the street. A man listens with his

eyes closed. A woman stares with a tear running down her

cheek and places a bill amid other money in the open

clarinet case. He finishes the piece, and picks the money

out of his clarinet case. Securing the instrument under his

arm, he pockets the change and counts the bills. He crosses

the street, and walks toward a man who sits in a wheelchair

holding a sign claiming to be a disabled veteran. Daniel

peels two bills from his meager haul and hands it to the man

evoking a broad grin and nod. He pockets the remainder and

heads into a nearby diner.

EXT. CENTRAL PARK - WINTER AFTERNOON

Basil and his banker friend and associate, ANDREW PETTAWAY,

an impeccably dressed mature man, perpetually looking down

his nose, stroll in the sunlit park. They stop and sit at a

park bench on which an ad prominently displays beautiful

houseplants. The park is eerily empty.

ANDREW

Bass, I had forgotten how much I

enjoy the park. Isn’t it tranquil

and serene?

BASIL

Lance is a miracle worker. Look at

this. No bums, no dope fiends, no

muttering lunatics. I’m funding a

nature center, right here in the

park. You know, for school trips

and such. What’s the Board update?

ANDREW

Everything’s on track. The zoning

changes are going through by

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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ANDREW (cont’d)
Friday. The dope doctors, rehab

clinics and flop houses will have

to shut down or be in violation.

And Fasttrack is a veritable gold

mine.

BASIL

Well no doubt you men have put my

money to good use. I obviously put

the right crew in place to get the

job done.

EXT. SUBWAY EXIT - DAY

COREEN, ambles up the subway stairs, hauling her belongings.

She audibly mutters, holding a conversation with the voices

in her head. She walks over to a hot dog vendor and digs

money from her pocket.

COREEN

Gimme two of them dirty water

franks, nothing on them.

The man hesitates until he can see that she really does have

money and he quickly wraps two franks in paper and napkins

handing them to the bag lady.

She pays and quickly eats one and carefully wraps the other,

tucking it away. She walks warily down the street. Her gaze

stops momentarily on a small black panel truck that seems to

move slower than other traffic. A passenger looks steadily

from the side window. Their eyes meet. Coreen turns the

corner but continues to watch the truck until she can no

longer see it.

COREEN’S AUDITORY HALLUCINATION

(whispered)

We see you devils. Look at

them. Enemies of God. They’re

everywhere.

COREEN

I see ’em. Shut up. We gotta warn

Mister and Johnny.
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EXT. - ALLEY WAY, MISTER’S MAKESHIFT LEAN TO - DAY

Mister, a homeless man carefully arranges his belongings,

placing some things into a large canvas knapsack. A dirty

mongrel dog pokes amid the boxes. The dog stops, whirls

around and runs toward the corner and the slow figure

entering the narrow side street.

COREEN

Hi there Johnny Walker. How’s our

boy? Here you go baby, we got

something nice for you. We’re

watching out for you.

She digs the hot dog out of her pocket and holds it for him

to eat. She rubs the dog enthusiastically.

MISTER

Hey Reen. It’s getting cold. Didn’t

expect to see you out of the

subway.

COREEN

It’s book club night. You going?

MISTER

Hell, I can’t tell one day from the

next. Yeah, I’ll go if you’re

going. What’d you give Johnny?

COREEN

A frank. Dog needs more than corn

chips and pizza crust.

MISTER

I do what I can. Johnny knows that.

Hey, you know what? A man came by

with a bag of canned goods. I been

on the street for more’n 10 winters

and that ain’t never happened

before. He said if I’m here Sunday

night, he’ll bring me some more...

like I know when Sunday is.

COREEN

He’s a devil Mister. Can’t you tell

a devil when he’s in your face? We

saw the devils looking for you.

They’re all over,

multiplying. Breeding like

roaches.

(CONTINUED)
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MISTER

He came in like he was looking for

something. He saw me, didn’t do

nothing. Asked if the street ran

clear through or was it a dead end.

Then he gave me this bag.

COREEN

We don’t like it Mister. Devils are

taking folks straight to Hell.

Don’t even wait ’til they die.

MISTER

Yeah, me and Johnny had pork and

beans today. You want some?

There’s four more cans of it in

here. And there’s beef stew! I

ain’t had beef stew in years. Gonna

save it for Christmas, when they

light up the tree. Got a can of

them little oranges too. I got home

delivery.

He laughs and pats a nap sack clunking with canned goods.

COREEN

Come on. We’ll help you pack up and

we can go to club. We don’t like

you being in this alley at night by

yourself. City is crawling with

demons.

MISTER

I ain’t by myself. I got Johnny

Walker here. You the one by

yourself.

COREEN

They can’t see me. I’m covered by

the hand of God.

EXT. INNER CITY STREETS - DAY

A city bus goes by with an ad on the side featuring

beautiful houseplants. Three teens are running. It appears

that two larger teens are chasing the smaller boy, RAY, with

the thin, lithe build of a distance runner in front. BIG

BOY, a large, athletic kid and TONY, tall, intelligent and

prematurely wise, struggle to keep up. He bangs into the

back door of the projects and slams his back against an

interior wall. The other two boys burst in.

(CONTINUED)
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The three youths lean against the wall exhausted, catching

their breath; panting heavily and gasping.

BIG BOY

Damn Ray Ray...you got nothing to

worry about. No one could catch

you.

RAY RAY

Naw man, Jesse... from

Stuyvesant... held the record in

the half ...and he’s gone...... My

cousin told me.

TONY

Whew....Okay Big,... we gotta get

back...... I gotta take care of the

kids and I work tonight.

RAY-RAY

Want me to come?

TONY

With who?

RAY-RAY

Jamal.

TONY

Man, Jamal is little! Both of you

guys.... little.

RAY-RAY

Hey yo man, he’s packing

Tony. He’ll be big enough.

TONY

I can’t be late. I can get extra

hours tonight if I close.

Tony and Big Boy leave and look carefully up and down the

street before beginning to walk.

TONY (cont’d)

Big, we gotta go by the food bank.

My Ma traded that food stamp card

for cash to get shoes for the girls

and Bam needed sneaks for school. I

got nothing for the kids to eat.

They get bad when they’re hungry

and Wilda won’t watch ’em if

they’re bratting up. She’ll leave

’em.

(CONTINUED)
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BIG BOY

Your Ma ain’t back yet?

TONY

Naw man, it’s been two weeks. I

didn’t want to drop out, but I

can’t leave the little ones by

themselves. I missed 10 days

straight. They’re gonna get Child

Welfare after us. I ain’t doing

foster homes again. And I’m not

letting the kids go through that.

A black truck is parked on the corner of the narrow side

street and two "sanitation" men watch the teens jog across

the street. The men look at each other. One tilts his head

toward the pair. The other shakes his head "No" when he

notices various people at both ends of the block.

BIG BOY

Yeah, I hated it ’til Ms. Ma

adopted me.. Wake up with

strangers.... Be scared ’til you

remember who you was with and how

you got there.

TONY

You should stop calling her, Ms.

Ma.

BIG BOY

I still remember my real Ma, man.

Not too much, but I still remember

her face and her singing in the

kitchen. I guess if I ever forget

her, I can call Ms. Ma, my Ma.

EXT. - STREET OUTSIDE THE FOOD BANK - DAY

Approaching the side of a nondescript brick building

plastered with ads and graffiti, the youths slow their pace.

As they walk by, the bright green, en leafed word,

’FASTTRACK’ is visible over their heads. A sign above the

food bank door says modestly,"OUR FATHER’S TABLE". The

street is abandoned except for a car parked in the narrow

side street next to the food bank.

TONY

Food bank looks closed. Nobody in

line.

(CONTINUED)
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BIG BOY

Try the door.

TONY

(Opening the door slightly.)

Anyone in here?

INT.- THE FOOD BANK

Rows of supplies are evident on filled metal shelves

reaching almost to the ceiling. The place is clean and

orderly. CASSIE, 31, a warm, beautiful woman, slightly plump

with a new pregnancy, hurries from the back of the shop.

CASSIE

Oh come in, come on in.

BIG BOY

Where’s everyone?

CASSIE

You tell me then we’ll both

know. What do you two need? I’ve

got lots of everything. What are

your names?

TONY

I’m Tony Bolden.

BIG BOY

Everyone calls me Big Boy, or just

Big.

TONY

(Pulling his list from his

pocket.)

Ma’am I need food for my family,

and toilet paper,soap and

detergent, toothpaste and

antiperspirant if you have any.

CASSIE

We have all that. I don’t know what

happened to my regulars. We have a

surplus of whatever you could

possibly need.

She grabs two large empty boxes from a stack pre-folded, and

taped, ready to use, and shoves one each into the arms of

the young men.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE (CONT.)

Rice, beans, corn,

potatoes, sardines, tuna, Spam,

canned ham, and here’s block

cheese, just in today. I have a

frig full of it and no one in line.

Like spaghetti?

She walks quickly through the isles, placing items in the

boxes with precision. The boys grin at her.

CASSIE (CONT.)

We’ve mostly got only dry and

canned goods here, but I’m going to

give you vouchers for some milk,

eggs, meat and fish at the market.

TONY

Thank you Ma’am. Thank you so

much.

CASSIE

Do you need coats? I’ve got some

clothing in the back.

TONY

Yeah. I have two little sisters,

and a brother, Bam’s 9. The kids

all grew out of their last year’s

coats. I got Neecy in Bam’s old

jacket, she hates it. This box is

filled up.

CASSIE

I’ll put the coats in shopping

bags. What sizes?

TONY

I guess 6 and 7 would be good for

the girls and a size 12 for Bam.

They’ll grow into ’em. Be good next

year too.

CASSIE

Any babies in the house? Do you

need diapers?

TONY

No, thank you. We gotta get

back. My girl’s baby sitting and

the kids get bad when they’re

hungry.

(CONTINUED)
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She walks out of sight into another room. Sounds of

purposeful rustling is heard and she comes back out carrying

two shopping bags.

CASSIE

How old are you?

TONY

How old do I need to be?

CASSIE

Oh no, don’t worry. I was just

wondering. You look a little young

to be taking care of little ones.

TONY

We’re fine. Besides, my Ma’ll be

home. We gotta go. Thanks for the

food and everything Ma’am.

CASSIE

Aaugh.. Please stop calling me

Ma’am. I’m Cassandra Chambers. You

can call me Cassie.

TONY

No Ms. Chambers. My Mom says that

it’s rude to call adults by their

first name.

The youths leave laden with boxes and awkwardly maneuvering

the bags leave the building.

EXT - STREET OUTSIDE THE FOOD BANK - DAY

TONY

Big, she was really nice.

BIG BOY

Ms. Ma just bought groceries. I can

give ole Ms. Schwartz this box. She

don’t come out when it gets cold.

Did you check out the coats?

They’re new, I’m gonna ask Ms. Ma

if she needs.....

As the pair step out into the empty street, a dark truck

lurches from the curb and heads directly at the two. Big Boy

dives, sweeping Tony off his feet with a football tackle.

The boxes spill groceries as the pair tumble out of the way.

(CONTINUED)
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The dark truck slows to a stop. The driver appears to start

a U turn. The sedan that had been parked in the narrow side

street next to the food bank, pulls out into the street. The

driver of the dark truck speeds off. A passenger in the

sedan makes a call on his cell phone.

BIG BOY (cont’d)

Who the Hell are they? Can we catch

the bus?

TONY

I can’t Big. I gotta make sure I

can pay the electric.

BIG BOY

I got you man. I got the fare. I

wanna take the bus. The stop is two

blocks that way.

The boys hurry to gather the scattered groceries into the

boxes. Grabbing the bags, they vigilantly look around and

hurry off watching the street.

INT. TONY’S APARTMENT IN THE PROJECTS

WILDA, a slight, pretty girl with glasses, opens the door.

The living room is small and neat with a simple floral couch

and two end tables. There is a 12" box TV jury rigged with

tin foil antennae, on what would have served as a coffee

table if it weren’t against the wall. School books are

opened on one of the end tables. The TV is on and news has

started. Tony carries the box into the kitchen.

WILDA

Oh wow, Bam Bam! Look what your

brother got. I told you he was

getting you dinner.

The wiry nine year old shoots across the room delivering a

mock karate kick to Big Boy’s leg. Two little girls run to

grab their brother for kisses and hugs.

NEECY

Tony. You bring me cookies?

TONY

Y’all go wash your hands, I’m gonna

make you some Spam and beans. Wil,

you hungry? Did my Mom call?

He walks to the kitchen, washes his hands and starts to

prepare dinner as he talks.

(CONTINUED)
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WILDA

Tony, you should call the police.

She’s never been gone this long.

TONY

As soon as I do, they’re gonna send

social workers over here and put us

in foster care. I will not let that

happen. Only reason they didn’t do

that to you, was your sister was

22.

Wilda grabs the smallest little girl, Bean, and brushes her

hair. She sits and pins the child between her knees and

starts to braid pigtails.

WILDA

I know. Ma’s been gone ten months,

ten! Hold still Bean..They never

even call to have us look at any

bodies or anything. They implied

she was into drugs. We told them,

Mom was high on Christ, never did

drugs.

TONY

Well our Mom is into drugs, so you

know they’re not gonna try to find

her.

WILDA

What are we gonna do Tony?

TONY

Wil, I have to quit school and take

that Equivalency test. I need to

get a better job than McDonald’s

though. I gotta get us out of here.

Someone almost got us today, tried

to run us down.

WILDA

Oh no! Shouldn’t we tell the police

about that?

TONY

They got all kinds of ways to track

a call Wil. They’ll come and take

us. Split us up.

BIG BOY

Yeah Wilda. They send your people a

letter terminating their parental

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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BIG BOY (cont’d)
rights and that’s it. They do

whatever they want with you after

that. You got no say.

A loud knock at the door causes everyone to look around and

ignites Bam Bam to race to the door.

TONY

Wait Bam! Let me see who it is

first.

Tony crosses the room, checks the peephole and unlocks the

door.

TONY (CONT.)

Damn! What time is it?

He opens the door grinning and two youths enter. Bam shouts

the boys’ names as they come in and give them high 5’s and

punches.

BAM BAM

Wazzup Ray Ray? Hey yo Jamal!

RAY RAY

See, we’re early Dog and we don’t

have to run. Jamal has his piece.

BIG BOY

Y’all watch out. A truck tried to

take me and Tone out today.

JAMAL

Damn! Well I got something for ’em.

Tony takes the food from the microwave and serves the Spam

and beans on dinner plates as his little sisters climb up on

their seats. He pulls his McDonald’s shirt over his white

Tee shirt. Wilda arranges the plates in front of the young

children. Bam has already started to eat.

WILDA

Hold up Bam. We got to say grace.

She takes their hands and waits until they bow their heads.

WILDA (CONT.)

Father God, we thank you for this

food and for keeping Tony and Big

safe. lease watch over him. Please

tell our mothers we miss them and

love them and bring them home to

us. In Jesus name, Amen.

(CONTINUED)
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Tony walks around the table kissing his sisters, hugging his

brother’s head and kissing Wilda’s lips like a comfortably

married couple.

TONY

Y’all mind Wilda and let her do her

homework. Girls in bed at 8:30.

Bam, bath at 8, in bed by 9. Bam,

make sure your homework is neat. I

ain’t playing. I’ll be back ’bout

midnight Wil.

WILDA

Tone, stop across the hall and tell

Sheila I’ll be in when you get back

at 12.

The boys exit.

INT. PAUL CHAMBERS’ PENTHOUSE APARTMENT - NIGHT

Exquisite and tasteful furnishings are framed by enormous

windows with plush window treatments. Paul sits on the couch

contemplative and quiet as Cassie enters from the hallway.

CASSIE

Why so quiet tonight Honey? Is

something wrong?

PAUL

Are the kids down for the night?

CASSIE

Uh huh. What’s wrong?

PAUL

I want you to close the food bank.

CASSIE

Absolutely not! I’m doing something

worthwhile. I like it.. Besides you

said it helps out our taxes.

PAUL

It’s not safe.

CASSIE

No one has ever bothered me.

PAUL

Didn’t you say that your regulars

must be going somewhere else?

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

So?

PAUL

The men I have watching the

building, called me today. They

said that someone tried to run down

two kids who came out with food.

CASSIE

Oh my God, Paul. I remember them.

PAUL

What if bum bashers use your place

as a hunting ground Cass?

CASSIE

But you said they tried to hit the

kids. Kids aren’t bums. Paul, the

place is a fortress. I’m not

closing it. People need me.

PAUL

I’m putting uniformed security

inside and out. I should’ve done it

last year. I don’t know why I

listen to you.

EXT. BASS’ CHAUFFEURED LIMOUSINE - NIGHT

A black limo with dark tinted windows moves down the street

of the diamond district. It is snowing heavily outside and

the wind is blowing fiercely. Almost no one is on the

street.

INT.- LIMOUSINE - MOVING

BASIL

Driver, pull into that alley and

park.

There are prominent ’No Parking’ signs posted. The driver

pulls the vehicle close to a building where a dumpster

partially obscures the view of the car.

BASIL (cont’d)

Turn the car off. I’m in my coat.

DRIVER

Yes Sir.

(CONTINUED)
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BASIL

Go around to Goldman’s, ask for

Max. Here, give him my card. He’s

expecting me. Tell him I want it

wrapped in that patent leather

looking paper, not the gold stuff.

DRIVER

Yes Sir.

The driver pulls the lapel of his uniform up to cover his

neck as he braces against the cold winds and trudges off

into the snow. Basil sits in the darkened car, watching the

snow fall.

A slender elderly woman using a cane has entered the alley

and catches Bass’ eye. She looks around to make sure no one

is watching her then moves to a dumpster. Her shabby mink

coat blows open to reveal a torn sweatshirt over a gingham

dress over sweat pants. She picks through the refuse on top

and finding nothing, moves to the next dumpster. Basil

shakes his head in disgust. He notices a dark truck pulling

into the alley from the opposite direction. Its lights are

off.

The woman huddles her back against the cold winds and

continues to forage. Finding a balled up fast food bag, the

woman endeavors to unwrap it with frozen fingers. The truck

has stopped, a man quickly exits the vehicle and in a

second, is on the old woman. She fights him off, twisting

out of his grasp, she swings at him with her cane, first

connecting hard across his jaw, stunning him, then hitting

him again in the shin. When the San Man knocks the cane from

her hands, the old woman continues to fight and claw with

frail hands. A second San Man jumps from the truck and joins

his partner. He pushes the woman into the other San Man’s

grasp who clamps his arm around her waist and his free hand

over her mouth. The partner then plunges a needle into the

woman’s neck. She goes limp, but her arms continue to flail

helplessly against her attackers. Bass is horrified. He

sits with his hand pressed to his chest as the men throw

their small quarry into the back of the truck and smoothly

drive off. Her cane and rumpled bag lay in the snow.

Driver has opened the car door and shivering, holds the gift

bag back to Bass who is transfixed in his gaze on the cane.

DRIVER

Sir? ... Mr. Chambers? Here’s your

gift Sir.

Basil has not been able to respond.

(CONTINUED)
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DRIVER

Mr. Chambers, are you alright?

BASIL

No....Oh... yes....yes.

DRIVER

Here’s your gift Sir.

BASIL

(taking the bag)

Yes....of course...of course.

DRIVER

Where to Sir?..... Mr. Chambers?

BASIL

Uhh.... Oh yes.. Central Park West.

DRIVER

Yes Sir.

INT. THE DEN OF WILSON SELOVER - NIGHT

The Safer City Board: ANDREW PETTAWAY, the banker. LANCE

GARDNER, former special oops mersenary. SINCLAIR, a

confident African American attorney. WHITMORE, a portly,

studious architect, with a penchant for whining, and WILSON

SELOVER, a perpetually angry venture capitalist, sit in

leather wing back chairs. A fire burns in the fireplace.

The deep green room has built in bookcases and tasteful,

beautifully framed art hangs on the walls. Basil enters the

room and the others have already been seated and talking.

BASIL

I saw something tonight. Grisly

stuff. Horrible. Something that I

know we are responsible for.. I

formed the board. I fronted the

money. I told you results I wanted.

I didn’t care how you got them. I

didn’t want to know.. Didn’t give

it a thought. We need to shut down

Fasttrack.

WILSON

That’s absurd! This is ours. We all

put effort into this project.

ANDREW

Demand is through the

roof. Fasttrack has orders

stretching through next year.

(CONTINUED)
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WHITMORE

I agree with Bass. This haunts me.

We should shut down operations.

LANCE

Don’t be ridiculous! We can grow.

ANDREW

Consider the possibilities. There

are areas that are ripe for

investment. We focus operations in

some better neighborhoods, the

population starts to shift, we move

in, develop.... make a ton over the

next 6 to 10 years.

BASIL

No. That is out of the

question! This wasn’t about money.

I wanted New York to be elegant,

free of the wretched refuse.

LANCE

Investment of creativity and time.

It boils down to money, Bass. This

is still a wonderful opportunity.

BASIL

I didn’t care to think about the

details Lance. It’s ugly. Horrible.

We need to call a halt to the whole

damn thing. Severance pay for the

sanitation crews and don’t look

back.

WHITMORE

We’re going to get caught.

LANCE

We are not at risk. I am only a

voice on the phone. Processing

leaves no remnants. Gentlemen, we

are completely safe.

WHITMORE

You said yourself, that the

Sanitation men collectively have

the IQ of a box of rocks and the

idiot who calls everyone ’Chief’ is

the weakest link.
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LANCE

I said he was the ’missing link’.

SINCLAIR

Whit, this is way late in the game

for pangs of conscience. I see

opportunity here.

WILSON

The plant was your design Whitmore.

It can handle more product.

WHITMORE

No, no, no! We should close it

down now, while we are still ahead

of the game. Remember, I installed

a fail safe switch. I can bring the

entire complex down. No evidence.

Lance rises ominously. He stalks over to Whitmore and grabs

the man by the neck. Bass and the others leap to their feet

with exclamations of alarm and conciliation.

LANCE

You will not...

BASIL

Settle down. Calm down Lance.

Lance retreats and takes a seat, still sinister.

LANCE

I put too much work into

this. It’s paying off.

WHITMORE

I was intrigued by the challenge of

the factory design. But, I know

what it’s doing. I can see the

results. It makes me sick. I can’t

sleep.

ANDREW

Take a pill Whit. Let’s get back on

task here. We need to vote on a

course of action.

LANCE

I’m for continuing production with

expansion into identified target

areas.
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WILSON

I concur.

ANDREW

I agree.

SINCLAIR

That’s four of us, a clear

majority.

BASIL

Gentlemen, you’re crossing into

very dangerous waters, and Whit has

a point; you can see the change.

That was the goal. But this is much

dirtier business than I envisioned.

WHITMORE

You can’t confirm that your

mercenaries are adhering to the

protocol! It makes me sick that I

designed it. I want to bring the

complex down! It’s a simple thing.

Key in the year of the Constitution

and it’s gone, all gone. No

evidence!

LANCE

You...will ..not...do..that! For

God’s sake Whit, get a backbone!

SINCLAIR

You pick a helluva time to lose

your gonads Whit. Your factory

design was pure genius, a thing of

beauty.

WILSON

We have too much invested in this,

all of us. The majority has

determined we look into expansion.

Whitmore rises on the verge of hysteria.

WHITMORE

You are insane! All of you. I’m

out! This is finished! Do not call

me. I wash my hands of all of you.

Pushing his chair aside hard, he exits, leaving the other

men looking around at one another.
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BASIL

That was unexpected. I thought

Whitmore was made of sterner stuff.

But my friends, what you are

suggesting is stupid. We can end

this like sensible men. We are

done.

WILSON

Fasttrack can be used more...

BASIL

Let me spell this out for you. No

one misses dope fiends, bums,

harlots and hoodlums. They are

filthy, disease riddled vermin. No

one cares if they go missing, so no

investigation. I just never cared

to think about the dirty details.

This is really horrible and it is

finished. It is over. It is done.

SINCLAIR

Nonsense! This city generates new

vermin daily. There will always be

a need for Safer City Services. We

have had no problems since the

factory came on line 18 months ago.

Fasttrack is a gold mine.

BASIL

Don’t let greed make you foolish.

He walks over to a coat rack to retrieve his coat.

BASIL (CONT.)

So.. now my friends, I go to meet

the lovely, leggy Lenore, who I

intend to make the next Mrs.

Chambers.

WILSON

Again? What is this, your fourth?

BASIL

As long as they keep making long

legged, lovely ladies, I’ll keep

getting married. Lenore, will be my

fifth. I am the King of the iron

clad pre-nupt. Think about what

I’ve said. Injest it. Accept it.
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LANCE

You’ve been out voted.

BASIL

It was my idea and my money and

it’ll be up to me to steer this

ship to shore before you dreamers

turn it into the Titanic. You’ll

see I was right in the long run.

Good night gentlemen.

The four men are furious and speak over one another.

LANCE

You son of a bitch. I won’t let you

do that!

ANDREW

What makes you think you can do

that?

SINCLAIR

Just who the Hell appointed you

King, Bass? Who the Hell do you

think you are?

WILSON

No vision. You disappoint me.

BASIL

You’ll get over it.

Bass leaves while the others watch. They remain silent for a

moment.

LANCE

We’ve got problems gentlemen.

Whitmore is an immediate liability.

And Bass assumes too damn much.

Close down?! On his unilateral

decision?!!

WILSON

The son of a bitch gets the Mayor’s

award for cleaning up the city and

acts like he didn’t know how.

SINCLAIR

We don’t need him.

ANDREW

Arrogant son of a bitch.
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LANCE

Listen, I wasn’t going to bring

this up tonight, but Bass’ son Paul

is a problem too. He’s behind our

losses this year. Bass may even be

in on it. He’s too cool about all

this. We can’t trust him.

WILSON

Are you implying....

SINCLAIR

Well we have problems that have to

be taken care of.

ANDREW

What do you say? We have the means

to iron out all the wrinkles..

Lance, can you handle this? The

sooner, the better.

LANCE

Are we agreed? There’s no turning

back once we set this in motion.

INT. LAVISH RESTAURANT, PRIVATE DINING ROOM

Bass and Lenore sit alone in the dimly lit, upstairs private

dining room. A steward and waiter stand in anticipation at

the door. There is a single bartender at a well stocked bar

discretely in the corner of the room. Lenore is somber.

BASS

Wonderful meal. I already have them

chilling the Dom Perignon. Okay,

Lenore, let’s talk business.

He signals the steward to bring a portfolio and snaps his

fingers at the waiter and points to the bar. The men

promptly respond to his unspoken instructions. The waiter

lifts the champagne and discretely pops open the top and

brings it to the table. Bass removes legal work from the

leather case.

LENORE

Well Babe, I’m really glad you gave

me a chance to read this.

BASIL

It’s very comprehensive. Fair and

ample distribution and

compensation.
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LENORE

Bass. It’s a divorce document.

She smiles pushes the document toward him.

LENORE (CONT)

I really love you. This was a wake

up call. You have no intention to

stay married. I want to be the

getting old together, kind of wife.

You have divorce down to a science.

BASIL

Well, my lawyers do. It’s standard

procedure.

LENORE

For me, it is a three minute

warning. You approach marriage as

if it were short term business

arrangement. My bag and baggage

packed and labeled for removal.

You’re plotting the divorce before

the engagement. This is such a

disappointment.

BASIL

Oh no, it’s not like that. A man in

my position needs to take certain

precautions.

LENORE

I didn’t fall in love with your

position. I fell in love with the

silver haired hotty who would

recite poetry and Shakespeare in

the park.

BASIL

Why would that change anything?

LENORE

It doesn’t make sense to marry a

man with an exit strategy. I want a

husband to grow old with.

BASIL

(pulling the ring box from his

pocket)

But I have this.
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LENORE,

I’m sure that would be an exquisite

ring. I would rather no ring at all

and a committed ’til death do us

part.

BASIL

You’re being juvenile.

LENORE

And you’re being insulting.

BASIL

I’m a businessman Honey. The

pre-nup is just a legal document.

LENORE

It has longevity bullet points!

This is written like the absolute

expectation of failure.

Bass signals for the staff to leave the room and they exit

quickly.

BASIL

Are you turning me down? You’re

being very foolish. A thousand

women would give their left breast

to have me. Don’t you even want to

see the ring?

LENORE

Now you make me feel like a hooker.

Do you think I’d trade a few years

of my life for the stone pulled out

of the earth?

BASIL

I can’t believe it! Who are you to

turn me down? I’m the best thing

that ever happened to you.

LENORE

(On the verge of tears)

I didn’t want your stuff! What I

wanted was you! I wanted to be

married. I don’t want to be

divorced. I’m out!

BASIL

You stupid little bitch! This is

the opportunity of a lifetime!
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LENORE

Oh my God! Good Lord, did I dodge a

bullet! Here!.

She snatches the papers off the table and throws them at

Basil’s head.

LENORA (CONT)

White out my name and give it and

the ring to your next trophy wife,

you narcissistic bastard!

She rises, walks to the doorway and summons the steward.

LENORE (CONT)

Mr. Hansen, would you please get me

a cab?

He looks questioningly at Basil.

LENORE (CONT) (cont’d)

Never mind. I’ll hail one myself.

HANSEN

(Beckoning behind her.)

Oh no no Miss. That will never

do. Leonard, see to it that Mr.

Chamber’s guest gets a cab.

(apologizing to Mr. Chambers.)

I’m sorry Sir. We can’t have a

woman outside waving her hand and

whistling. We’re not that kind of

establishment.

Bass walks over and goes behind the bar selecting a full

bottle of Scotch and grabs a glass. He returns to his table

and purposefully seats himself. Pressing a button on his

cell phone, he says "Pettaway" into the device.

BASIL

Drew, I’m at my room at the Il

Paradiso and I intend to reduce my

bar to vapors. Would you care to

join me old friend? ...... Good.

See you when you get here.

EXT. VAN CORTLANDT PARK - NIGHT

The street light illuminates a broad, snowy pathway. In the

distance, shadowy figures can be seen under the

overpass. DANIEL plays sweet music on his clarinet. More

scruffy, bundled people amble toward the collection of folk.
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Greetings are made. Mister’s mongrel weaves his way around

the gathering. NOAH, a hulking, mentally slow, 19 year old,

scrambles up the hillside under the watchful eye of his

mother, CATHERINE, a weary woman in her mid 50’s. DOC

JOHNSON, 40’s, a small, black, bookish, nervous man prepares

to read to the group.

CATHERINE

Come on back here Noah,

Don’t go wandering off.

NOAH

I ain’t going nowhere Ma.

CATHERINE

Don’t make me come after you boy!

You know my legs hurt in this cold.

NOAH

I’m just looking around Ma. Big

Bob’s supposed to be coming right?

I ain’t seen him in a week. He

promised me a corned beef on rye.

CATHERINE

Maybe he found family; or someplace

warm. Lots of folks finding

somewheres else to be.

NOAH

But he promised. He said a man

always keeps his promises. Big Bob

owes me a sandwich.

CATHERINE

I told you not to be beggin’

boy. Come on, the reader’s gonna

start.

NOAH

Alright. Okay, I’m coming.

(calling out)

Who’s reading tonight?

JOHNSON

It’s me Noah. I don’t have corned

beef but I’ve got a tuna sandwich

you can have. I‘m reading. I’ve got

a good one. You’ll like it.
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NOAH

You don’t always show up

Doc. Readers need to come.

JOHNSON

Sometimes I get sick Noah. I have a

short story tonight. We can start

and finish tonight. It’s science

fiction.

NOAH

He holds his hands close to his chest and begins to bounce

and dance awkwardly to unheard music.

Yeah man, sci fi, that’s what I

like. That’s what I like, that’s

what I like.

JOHNSON

Johnson hands two big plastic bundles to Noah nodding his

head.

I’ve got these two big tarps. Here,

unfold these. You can sit on them

and fold the back up to keep you

warm and dry. About six of you can

get under each one.

A man helps Noah unfold the tarps and plops down in the

center. Others angle to sit as closely as possible.

MISTER

Hey Johnson, where’d you get these

man? Me and Johnny could use one.

JOHNSON.

Building site where they’re putting

up those condos. You can have one.

The book club members suddenly hush as two strangers

approach them. The SAN MEN are smiling broadly. One has the

brown cassock of a Franciscan friar; the other, a clerical

collar is apparent at the neck of his overcoat..

NOAH

Look Mama, that man got a dress on.

CATHERINE

No Baby, don’t stare.

SAN MAN 3

I’m Reverend Hayes and this is

Brother Ted. I hope we’re not

interrupting anything here.
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CATHERINE

This is our book club. Doc

Johnson’s reading tonight. And no,

we ain’t going to the mission

shelter. Mission’s full of rapists

and thieves.

SAN MAN 3

Oh we’re not here from the mission.

We’re here about a real home

called New Canaan. A place that

you never have to leave again. It’s

warm and clean and everyone has his

own room.

MISTER

You talking ‘bout the

projects? They ain’t gonna let us

in the projects.

SAN MAN 4

Oh no, no, no. The place is in

Jersey. It’s a private foundation

of the Helpful Hands Council. The

only people who live there, come

from the streets. We’re not half

full yet.

SAN MAN 3

See. We have pictures. See how nice

the rooms are? Here’s one of the

dining hall. Here’s the common room

for getting together. See, you

could have your book club here.

He slowly deals through the stack of photographs as the

homeless draw in for a closer look. Catherine struggles up

on stiff legs and Doc Johnson starts to back away from the

group.

SAN MAN 3 (CONT.)

This is a look at the bedrooms.

See, they’re small and efficient.

And there’s a dresser in every room

for your things.

NOAH

Where’s the people?

SAN MAN 3

I have a few shots of people

arriving, but we prefer to protect

people’s privacy.
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CATHERINE

So what’s the catch? We ain’t

stupid.

SAN MAN 4

There’s no catch. This will be your

community. You folks make the rules

and keep it clean. We provide the

food. Everyone pitches in and look

how nice it looks.

SAN MAN 4

If you don’t like it, we’ll bring

you back tomorrow. No one has

wanted to come back yet.

NOAH

Pointing at a woman in the photo.

Mama, we know her. That’s Ms.

Bailey. Can we go too? Hey Mr.

Reverend, is Big Bob there?

SAN MAN 3

Oh sure, Big Bob. He’s our night

watchman. He’s Security. A very big

black man, am I right?

The group’s enthusiasm takes on a hushed and suspicious

tone. For a moment, no one speaks.

COREEN

Oh Hell no. This joker don’t know

Big Bob.

SAN MAN 4

Well, we call him Robert.

MISTER

I don’t know no big black Robert.

SAN MAN 3

Well, he might have come from

Brooklyn.

CATHERINE

Damn sure ain’t our Big Bob. Big

Bob’s white... and tiny for a

man. His little body’s all twisted

up. Nothing hardly works on the

whole right side of his body. Blind

eye, deaf, limps, terrible

seizures, always throwing fits.
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COREEN

Only a damn fool’d let him be a

night watchman. These jokers don’t

know Big Bob.

SAN MAN 4

No, I guess we don’t know him. Why

do you all call him Big Bob?

CATHERINE

He’s got a big head. Damn big head.

Can’t figure how he can hold that

thing up.

NOAH

So Big Bob ain’t there?

SAN MAN 3

Well, the minibus is ready to take

you to New Canaan House. You can

look for him yourself young

man. Stew and sandwiches when you

arrive. There’s hot chocolate and

donuts in the bus.

Mister and Coreen watch Johnson’s hasty retreat. They begin

to make their way away from the crowd. Johnny Walker

follows.

MISTER

I ain’t going.

COREEN

Me neither. Demon in a damn dress.

COREEN’S HALLUCINATIONS VO

Gotta go, gotta go. We gotta go.

COREEN

I said, I’m going, shut up! Devils

and more devils. Snatching’ folk.

CATHERINE

Hot shower, clean sheets, hot

chocolate and donuts.

NOAH

Mama, we going right? Hot food. I

like that.

DANIEL

I’m going, I’m gone already.
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SAN MAN 4

Noticing that Mister and Coreen are walking away from the

people.

Say, aren’t you two coming?

MISTER

Naw.

SAN MAN 3

But where will you go?

COREEN

I tell where we won’t go. We won’t

go on no damn bus to Jersey. I tell

you that much.

Coreen turns to look over her shoulder.

COREEN (CONT.)

Cat, you watch yourself. They’re

devils. You the one always says

there ain’t nothing free in this

world. You pay one way or the

other.

CATHERINE

Reen, everyone can’t be devils. My

legs hurt so bad in this cold. I

need someplace warm to be. I knew

folks found someplace warm. This

New Canaan must be where everybody

is.

COREEN

You be careful Cat. Maybe we’ll see

you in the spring. Bye Noah.

Mister and Johnny slip away. Coreen walks down a different

path.

CATHERINE

You all keep warm.

Mister gives a half-hearted wave of the hand.

SAN MAN 4

Where will they go? And wasn’t

there another man?

CATHERINE

Oh yeah. Doc Johnson’s got himself

a place. He comes out here to read

(MORE)
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CATHERINE (cont’d)
to folks. He ain’t the only reader,

but he’s the best. He don’t like

surprises. You two surprised him.

VAGRANT

Mister’s got himself a lean to

somewhere around Franklin Ave.

Nobody bothers him too much over

there. And he ain’t gonna leave

Johnny.

SAN MAN 4

Who’s Johnny?

VAGRANT

Johnny Walker’s his dog. Mister

says long as he’s got Johnny Walker

by his side, he don’t need to

drink. Says Johnny saved his life.

SAN MAN 4

And what about the woman?

CATHERINE

Coreen’s a train rider. She can

parlay the cost of a metro card

into a month’s rent.

SAN MAN 3

The bus is right over here. A man

named Peter will meet your bus at

New Canaan. He’ll give you food and

show you to your rooms. Brother

Ted and I will be around tomorrow

for orientation.

SAN MAN 4

Enjoy the hot cocoa and donuts.

The pair assist Catherine and Noah up the steps and pat the

backs of other individuals as they embark. Both men smile

cheerfully. The mini bus door closes and the vehicle pulls

off. The two men walk quickly to their parked black truck.

SAN MAN 3

How do we get her out of the

subway?

SAN MAN 4

We’ve got to get her before she

gets in. See if Mobile 1 can

intercept her.
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SAN MAN 3

They did say Franklin Avenue,

right?

SAN MAN 4

Yeah, I believe Mobile 3 is

sweeping there Sunday night. And

don’t ever pretend you know

someone. You almost blew it. Good

God it’s cold tonight!

The pair walk quickly toward the edge of the park. The pair

arrive at a parked dark truck. San Man 4 removes the cassock

before getting in and tosses it in the back. San Man 3 pulls

the white clerical collar from his neck.

INT - BUS INTERIOR - MOVING - NIGHT

VAGRANT

Is it my imagination or is there

whiskey in this chocolate?

DANIEL

Something’s in it. Here take mine.

I don’t drink.

CATHERINE

This cocoa’s a little bitter, but

it’s nice and hot. Baby don’t gulp

so fast. You’re gonna burn your

throat.

NOAH

It tastes funny, I gotta drink it

quick. I’m gonna get another donut.

Ma, you want one?

EXT.- WINTRY CITY STREET - NIGHT

Jamal and Ray Ray pause near the park entrance. Across the

street, a dark panel truck has pulled to the curb next to

the subway entrance. The sign on the side of the truck

’EMERGENCY RESTORATION SERVICE’.

Coreen exits the park and crosses the street. She stops

mid-street when she notices the truck. Ray and Jamal notice

the bag lady, and the traffic light turning green two blocks

away.
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COREEN’S HALLUCINATIONS VO

Demons, if you don’t move, they

can’t see you.

COREEN

I know. I know. Shut up.

Jamal and Ray Ray dart into the street and take the scruffy

woman by the arms.

RAY RAY

Lady don’t stop in the street.

COREEN

You angels or the Secret Service?

JAMAL

Yeah, we the Secret Service. Come

on Lady, the sidewalk, the

sidewalk.

COREEN

(staring at the truck)

We gotta take the train. We gotta

take the train so they don’t get

us.

RAY RAY

Okay, we’ll walk you down there

Don’t be scared, come on....come

on. It’s okay.

The trio reach the subway entrance and descend the stairway.

Two men in the truck look at each other in annoyance. They

pull away from the corner and slowly proceed down the block,

turning at the corner.

Ray Ray and Jamal come back up the subway stairs, talking

and laughing loudly. They start rapping and beat boxing.

RAY-RAY

That was tight man! You need to do

the Apollo on Amateur Night.

JAMAL

I want to man. I want to try it in

front of a lot of people with good

acoustics and a sound system.

RAY-RAY

You’re a beast! It’s gonna get you

famous. I’m gonna get my track

scholarship and you’re gonna spit

(MORE)
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RAY-RAY (cont’d)
your way out of the Bronx. You

gonna be Will Smith.

The pair continue making rhythms and beat boxing as they

turn down a narrow side street. They are unaware that the

small truck has turned into the alley behind them. Its

headlights are off.

The truck suddenly accelerates smashing into the two youths.

The driver stops just beyond the fallen boys. Two shadowy

figures exit the vehicle and walk back to the splayed youth.

SAN MAN 1

Bending over and touching Jamal.

He’s done,....all busted up.

SAN MAN 2

Bending over Ray Ray, he feels for a pulse.

He’s not.

He takes the boy under his shoulders while the other man

quickly grabs the moaning boy’s feet. They lift Ray-Ray into

the truck in a smooth motion as one grabs a syringe from a

secured box. The other man silently jumps out of the truck,

and proceeds to the Jamal. He grabs the body under his

armpits and quickly hoists it into the truck. Ray-Ray’s

moaning stops.

San Man 1 closes the rear doors of the truck and walks

toward the driver’s side door. As he passes the side, he

grabs the edge of the magnetic restoration sign, removing it

and climbs into the truck. They turn out of the narrow

alley, and unto the main street. The driver now turns on his

head lights.

INT. - IL PARADISO RISTORANTE, PRIVATE DINING ROOM

The service staff are standing vigilantly at their

posts. Entering, Drew whispers to Hansen, the maitre de,

who signals to the barman and waiter to leave. The staff

leave the gentlemen to their privacy.

ANDREW

Whoa Bass, I thought you were just

blowing smoke. You are trying to

reduce the bottle to vapors.

He holds the bottle up to see it is half empty.
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BASIL

Yes, old friend. May I interest you

in the pleasures of this very fine

Scotch?

ANDREW

Are you drunk? I’m disappointed in

you Bass.

BASIL

Well damn, take a number. Those

ungrateful sons of mine are

disappointed in me. Wilson’s

disappointed in me. Lovely Lenore’s

disappointed in me. You, my friend,

are disappointed. What the Hell

happened? I return the glory of New

York City to the Empire State and

everyone is disappointed in me.

ANDREW

Keep your voice down, Bass. What’s

going on?

BASIL

She turned me down. Me....me! Who

the Hell is she? A teacher, a

chicken shit scratching civil

servant. She turned me down. Nobody

turns me down. Ungrateful bitch.

ANDREW

Well okay Bass, let’s drink to the

quest of finding new love and the

adventure of the pursuit. Not this

stuff.

(He holds up Bass’ Scotch)

I’ll choose.

Drew walks over to the bar and secures two clean glasses. He

selects a bottle and pours three fingers in one and a shot

in the other. He deftly slips three white pills into the

glass and swishes it around. He notices the canapes and

carefully maneuvers the glasses and the small plate back to

the table. He hands the fuller glass to Bass.

ANDREW (cont’d)

Here old Buddy, have a bite. Put

something on your stomach.... and

now for a toast to late lovely

Lenore and another, to the

subsequent supple siren who I’m

sure, will be captivating.
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BASIL

You’re a good friend Drew.

He gulps it down and makes a face.

What the hell is this stuff doing

in my collection? Remind me to

dump whatever this is you’re

pouring.

ANDREW

I chose a fine bourbon. Maybe the

canapes are spoiling the taste.

BASIL

Bourbon’s for broads. I know over

the years, we had our differences,

but I have always been able to

count on you. I’ve got to relieve

myself. Be right back.

Bass gets up, staggers and exits behind a partition toward

the private restroom. Andrew quickly dials his cell phone.

ANDREW

Listen Lance, call Sanitation. We

move tonight. Bass is drunk,

stinking drunk and I put three

tranqs in him. He’ll be out cold in

a half hour...... that’s all I had.

I’m going to take him up to the

Bronx. I know a spot, Seton Park’s

deserted, by the rail yard. Have a

truck pick him up there tonight.

...I know this is short notice...

one of the teams can handle it....

Do what?.... With what? .... No, I

will not! .... What?.. You

did? Where?.. So both in the same

night? Yes ..... got to

disappear... Okay...take wallet and

phone, Coat over the bridge. I

could do that... He’s coming now.

Call the sanitation team. I’ll let

you know where, when I drop him

off.

EXT. - FREEWAY AERIAL SHOT - NIGHT

The panel truck has driven out of city limits to an

industrial site with large buildings and generously spaced

parking lots. Bill boards litter the sky. One predominantly

features beautiful houseplants proclaiming "FASTTRACK, The
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fastest way to beautiful plants". San Man 1 has jumped out

of the passenger seat to tap in a code at the lock panel

beside the garage door. The truck driver, positions the

vehicle so that he can back into the garage whose door is

already going up.

Around the front of the building next door, a loaded minibus

pulls up to front door and a warm cheerful man hurries out

of the building. He strides up to the vehicle, smiling

broadly. As the door opens, he bounds into the bus.

EXT - STEET OUTSIDE NEW CANAAN - NIGHT

PETER

Hello, hello. Everyone sleeping?

DANIEL

I guess I’m the only one awake.

Hey! Wake up everyone! We’re home.

Wow! Look at this place! Wake up!

People on the bus begin to wake up and admire the property

with its gleaming doors. They file out of the bus and into

the building hauling their things.

INT - RECEPTION ROOM OF NEW CANAAN

NOAH

Oooh Mama, this is pretty.

PETER

Come on, come on in this way.

There’s sandwiches and stew, juice

in that big jug. You can wash your

hands in the sinks along that wall.

NOAH

Where’s the other people? Is Big

Bob here?

PETER

This is reception. I’m here to

welcome you, feed you, and show you

to the bedrooms. Every room has

its own bathroom and a small TV. If

you decide to stay, you’ll be

assigned a permanent room in

another building.
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VAGRANT 1

Cat, is this warm enough for you?

CATHERINE

I love it. Noah come on over here

and wash your hands. Boy, you gonna

have a real shower tonight.

(To Peter)

Can he stay with me tonight? He’s

a little slow and I want to make

sure he settles in okay.

PETER

That’ll be fine. Room 110 is a

double. We can arrange that for

you tonight.

CATHERINE

I never had a place so nice, even

when me and my husband was both

working two jobs.

NOAH

Food smells gooood. Is this whole

pot for us? Just us?

He ladles stew into a bowl until it is brimming. The others

are serving themselves.

PETER

Eat as much as you like. Soon as

you folks are finished, I’ll show

you to your rooms.

DANIEL

Boy this place is quiet. Where’s

everyone? What time is it anyway?

CATHERINE

Danny, don’t worry ’bout the time.

Just get some food into your

stomach. You just so thin boy. Come

on and eat.

The small group busy themselves taking their places at the

table. They comments about the building and the food.

VAGRANT

Can you show me to a room?

PETER

Sure I can. I just stay until our

night watchman, Pilot, comes. He’s

(MORE)
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PETER (cont’d)
on duty all night. Staff come in

for orientation tomorrow morning.

DANIEL

Good stew, very spicy... I thought

they said the night watchman was

Robert.

EXT. - BRONX STREET - NIGHT (WINTER)

Tony cuts across the street and runs facing the vehicles on

the avenue. Passing by the rail yard, he looks into the

shadows and notices a man heaped under a tree. He approaches

him slowly. Bass moans and twitches.

TONY

Hey. Are you hurt? Mister? Mister?

You need some help... Mister?

Basil is not conscious and breathing heavily.

TONY (cont’d)

Mister, you can’t lie down here.

You gotta get up. Try to stand up.

Damn, you smell like booze. You’re

drunk. Didn’t you hear? Drunk gets

you gone around here. Get....up.

Tony pulls Basil’s arm and hoists him to his feet. The youth

wedges his shoulder under Basil’s arm and carry-drags the

man through the park.

EXT.- THE DOOR OF JOHNSON’S BASEMENT APARTMENT - NIGHT

Tony knocks hard on the door of Doc Johnson. Basil rests in

an unconscious heap on the step. After a few moments the

exterior light comes on. Johnson yells through the closed

door.

JOHNSON

Who are you? What do you want?

TONY

Doc Johnson, it’s me Tony. I’m a

friend of Big Boy. I was here with

him once before. I found someone

drunk near the train yard. Big told

me you look out for people.
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JOHNSON

What’d you say your name was?

TONY

I’m Anthony Bolden. I found a drunk

guy, but I think there’s something

wrong with him. I can’t get him to

wake up.

Johnson unlocks a series of bolts on his door and opens the

door wide to look at the older man.

JOHNSON

You gotta be careful picking up

strangers. You sure he’s drunk and

not stabbed or shot?

TONY

He smells drunk. He got some blood

on his head, not much though. He

might’ve cut his head when he fell.

I found him under a tree.

INT. JOHNSON’S APARTMENT

JOHNSON

Here, help me get him into my easy

chair so I can look at his head.

He’s ice cold. That why his head

didn’t bleed much. Wonder where he

left his coat?

The pair struggle with the unconscious man and arrange him

in the chair.

TONY

Here we go. I gotta go Doc. I gotta

get home. My girl’s waiting for me.

She’s got school tomorrow.

JOHNSON

Tony, you saved this man’s

life. The only question is what

would’ve gotten to him first; the

cold or the body snatchers.

TONY

So you think he’s gonna be alright?

JOHNSON

He’ll be a Hell of a lot better

than if you hadn’t come across him.
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TONY

Well I’m out. I’ll see you around

Doc.

JOHNSON

You be careful out there boy.

Tony exits.

INT. THE ANTEROOM OF NEW CANAAN RESIDENCE - NIGHT

Peter hands Pilot a list.

PETER

Here’s tonight’s list. There’s 12

of them. Two in 110.

PILOT

Okay. Everyone bedded down?

PETER

Yeah.

PILOT

You go on. I got this.

Peter exits. Pilot leaves the office and crosses the room to

enter a closet. He presses the top of a plain wood wall on

the left, causing a panel segment to lift. He first

addresses a row of numbers. He consults his list as he

presses corresponding buttons. He turns a dial one full

revolution to the right, takes a lever resting to the right

and secures it on the left and lastly, flips a switch up

then closes the panel, and leaves the closet. He retires to

a large comfortable lounge chair, turns on the television

and dozes off. He begins to snore. Soft clarinet music is

heard throughout the building.

DISSOLVE TO THE SLEEPING FACE OF NOAH

Noah’s snores break into gasps. He struggles to breathe. He

attempts to call to his mother who has stopped breathing.

Gagging, he slumps back down on his bed. The clarinet music

hits an odd pattern, wrong notes, then stops altogether.

EXT. DESERTED STREET NEAR THE TRAIN YARD - NIGHT

A black truck is slowly cruising the area. The two men stop

and scrutinize areas that have recessed shadows.
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SAN MAN 1

(speaking on a cell phone)

Chief, you said he’s passed out by

a tree... The report is in error

Sir. We have checked the entire

area... Yes. I got out of the truck

and walked... This area is

clean.... Yes, we’ll keep

looking. We already made a deposit

tonight, a double.. If there’s a

drunk left, we’ll get him .... Sure

Chief, I understand ... tonight.

(hanging up)

SAN MAN 2

How’s he know there’s a drunk here

anyway? You think he’s cruising the

streets?

SAN MAN 1

There are no more drunks in this

neighborhood. Nobody comes here

after dark anymore.

SAN MAN 2

What do you want to do?

SAN MAN 1

Let’s go around one more time.

SAN MAN 2

Aw no man, you want to sweep the

streets? I’m tired, and hungry.

SAN MAN 1

We’ll pick up the first opportunity

we see, drop him off and go home.

SAN MAN 2

Damn, that’s another hour and a

half.

SAN MAN 1

Damn, that’s another 6 large. Hey,

look! You see that kid?

Pointing to Tony as the teen turns the corner and starts to

jog.

SAN MAN 2

Sweet meat. I’m ready. Cut the

lights.
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The San Men speed up and cut across the street to execute a

left turn without slowing.

SAN MAN 2

We got him. Looking just like

money.

Before they can gun the motor, the flashing lights of police

car and the abbreviated moan of the siren interrupts their

agenda. He pulls the truck to the curb. Looking back, Tony

sees the truck and sprints full tilt out of view.

SAN MAN 1

Shit...Shit....Shit....

(Waiting for the officer to

come to the vehicle)

Is there a problem officer?

POLICEMAN

Running stealth Mac? Some reason

you prefer going the wrong way on a

one way with your lights out?

License and registration please.

INT, - LOUNGE AT NEW CANAAN - MORNING

Pilot’s alarm on his cell phone goes off, awaking him.

Daylight is beaming through small windows near the

ceiling. He heads back to the control closet and enters. On

the right paneled wall, he lightly touches two pressure

points then slides the wall back revealing a different array

of controls. Consulting the list provided by Peter, he lifts

corresponding switches, two switches at #110. A small red

light comes on over the numbers. He slides a large lever

from right to left which starts a muffled mechanized rumble

throughout the building. Shortly, each small light turns

from red to green. When all the lights are green, Pilot

resets the lever to its original position. Lastly, he

presses a black button, tilts his head listening for a

humming sound, then carefully slides the wood panel door

back into place. As Pilot returns to the lounge area to

retrieve his jacket, he is startled by a distant muffled

explosion. He stands for a moment to hear if there are any

further disturbances and hearing none, prepares himself to

leave.

As Pilot heads toward the door, San Man 3 and San Man 4

enter the building.

SAN MAN 4

How was the night shift?
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PILOT

Without problems. But just a few

minutes ago, I swore I heard an

explosion from the basement.

SAN MAN 3

Explosion?

PILOT

That’s what it sounded like.

There’s no smoke though and the

fire alarm didn’t go off. Maybe it

was outside. You hear anything?

SAN MAN 4

No.

PILOT

Well, I’m going.

Pilot puts on his jacket and leaves.

SAN MAN 3

Do you smell smoke?

SAN MAN 4

No. Let’s clean the rooms.

SAN MAN 3

Yeah, you do that side. I’ll take

this.

INT. - TONY’S APARTMENT IN THE PROJECTS - DAY

Tony is clearing the breakfast dishes from the table then

gets the children’s new coats from the closet as the news is

reported on the TV.

TONY

Bam, hurry up. I don’t want you to

miss the bus. Girls stop playing

around and come put your coats on.

NEWS ANCHOR (V.O.)

"...Two teenagers have been

reported missing in the South

Bronx. Rafael Raymond, 17 year old

track star, considered to be the

one to beat in the mile in the Penn

Relays, and his neighbor, Jamal

Fagan failed to return home last

night. Police are asking anyone

(MORE)
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NEWS ANCHOR (V.O.) (cont’d)
with information about their

whereabouts, to contact the 40th

precinct in the South Bronx."

Tony stops in his tracks and sinks to his knees.

TONY

Oh damn, Ray Ray, Jamal, I am so

sorry...so sorry.

INT. - JOHNSON’S APARTMENT - DAY

Daylight comes into the window as Bass Chambers begins to

stir in an old easy chair. The brightly lit room is modestly

furnished and immaculate. Next to Bass, is a tall kitchen

waste can with a liner. The television is on. Johnson sits

on his worn couch alternately reading and looking up at the

TV. Bass Chambers groans and puts a hand to his head.

JOHNSON

If you’re going to throw up, do it

in the garbage can.

BASIL

Oh my good Lord.

JOHNSON

You’re going to kill yourself

drinking like that.

BASIL

Oh God... Who are you? Where am I?

JOHNSON

To a man, you all say the same damn

thing. Listen Buddy...you can’t

pass out on the streets man. Things

happen.

BASIL

Pass out in the street? I’m not a

bum.

JOHNSON

Whatever you are, whoever you are,

you can’t be drunk like that in the

streets.

BASIL

I’m not a drunk.
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JOHNSON

Well, you were last night. Drunk

as any drunk I’ve ever seen.

BASIL

Who are you? Where is this?

JOHNSON

I’m Johnson. You’re in my place.

You can leave. I’m not keeping you

hostage or anything. Boy found you

passed out; brought you here. You

wouldn’t have lasted the night.

BASIL

What the Hell happened? Oh God, I

am so sick.

JOHNSON

I told you. Boy brought you here,

saved your life. Either you

would’ve died from exposure or the

body snatchers would’ve taken you.

BASIL

What are you talking about?

JOHNSON

People disappear wholesale around

here. Kidnappers, slavers or

something. Police don’t do a damn

thing. Make up some nonsense for

the news. I’m just saying Buddy, do

your drinking at home,stay off the

streets.

BASIL

Oh God, my head. Where’s my coat,

my wallet?

JOHNSON

You are, as you were found. You

must have left them wherever you

were drinking. I don’t think you

were robbed. Any thief worth his

butt would’ve taken your Rolex.

BASIL

I was with Drew at the Il Paradiso.

JOHNSON

No kidding? You’re in the Bronx.
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BASIL

I never come to the Bronx.

JOHNSON

You did last night.

NEWS ANCHOR (V.O.)

"two more South Bronx youth have

disappeared to gang activity. In

Brooklyn, a disturbing

discovery, inventor and architect,

Jonathan Whitmore was found dead

this morning, the victim of an

apparent robbery in Brownsville.

Police are asking the public for

leads. Whitmore’s distraught widow

insists that her husband had no

reason to be anywhere in Brooklyn.

Police are asking for anyone with

information to contact the number

listed on your screen."

BASIL

My God. They did this. They got

him.

JOHNSON

What?

BASIL

Him, Whitmore.(Pointing to the TV)

That man on TV, was my friend. They

killed him... What does this mean?

Johnson, I was with Drew and I end

up in the Bronx. I think he set me

up to be murdered.

JOHNSON

Look, whoever you are; I’m not the

one. I don’t want any trouble. If

you’re in the mob ...I don’t care.

I stay out the way... help out when

I can. That’s it.

BASIL

They meant that for me too... Can I

use your phone?

JOHNSON

Got no phone. Look, I got bad

nerves. You gotta go. I’ve got a

low tolerance for drama.
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BASIL

Let me use your cell.

JOHNSON

I have no phone. No kind of phone.

BASIL

How the Hell can you live in this

day and age with no phone?

JOHNSON

One less bill to pay. There’s a

pay phone at the hospital. You go

call from there.

BASIL

I don’t know my way around the

Bronx. I don’t know who I can

trust. Who can I call?

JOHNSON

Please, I don’t want trouble with

the mob.

BASIL

I’m not in the mob! They are not

the Mafia!

JOHNSON

If they’re trying kill you, it’s

six of one, half a dozen of the

other.

BASIL

I need time to think. I’m Bass

Chambers.

Johnson is starting to pace and sweat. He grasps at his

chest and heaves, struggling to breathe.

JOHNSON

No names.... I don’t want to know

you man....100, 95, 90,

85,80,75,70,65,60.

BASIL

What the Hell?... Johnson?

JOHNSON

100,99,97,94,90, 85, 79.....
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BASIL

Goddamn Johnson, you dying or going

crazy?

Johnson’s wheezing becomes desperate sucking for air as he

jerks open a drawer and rummages for his inhaler. After two

pumps, Johnson slumps onto his easy chair. He struggles to

breathe rapid shallow breaths. Basil starts to say

something, Johnson holds up a hand and motions for Basil to

sit on the couch and wait.

BASIL (cont’d)

What’s wrong with you?

Johnson tries to control his breathing.

JOHNSON

I’ve got... anxiety ... panic

attacks ....bad ones trigger.... my

asthma. 100, 92, 84, 76.

BASIL

Are you ticking off again?

JOHNSON

Counting...backwards... settles me.

BASIL

I won’t cause you any trouble.

JOHNSON

No?

Johnson rises and starts to prepare something to eat. He

drops items and is still shaken.

BASIL

Look, I have to figure out what to

do. My closest friends want me

dead. Turned on me.

JOHNSON

Call your wife.

BASIL

No wife, not anymore. Ex-wives

would fight each other to pull the

trigger. My sons probably wouldn’t

claim the body.

JOHNSON

Go to the police.
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BASIL

No not about this. I can’t do that.

JOHNSON

Why not?

BASIL

That’s... You’re right Johnson. You

don’t want to know me.

JOHNSON

Sure sounds like you’re in the mob.

BASIL

I want to go home.

JOHNSON

I want you to go home too, I can’t

take you anywhere yet. There’s

still too many people out. I

can’t... I can’t take crowds. I

need to work up to the idea of

going out.

BASIL

Don’t bother. Uber’s out. No phone,

no credit card. I’ll flag a cab to

my bank, then call my limo service

to pick me up and take me home.

JOHNSON

You’d sooner catch the space

shuttle than get a cab here man.

We’ll have to walk. I can’t take

public transit without a whole lot

of preparation.

BASIL

I’ve got to get home.

JOHNSON

There’s a lull between one o’clock

and two thirty, before the kids get

out from school. I gotta get back

before that. What bank do you need

to get to?

BASIL

Centurion National.

JOHNSON

That’s pretty far. We’ll have to

walk about a mile.
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INT. JOHNSON’S KITCHEN - LATER

Johnson dries two coffee cups and puts them away. He walks

over to the window and draws the curtain aside to look both

up and down the street. He goes to the door, unlocks to

series of dead bolts and cracks it open to check out the

street. Looking back at Bass, Johnson nods his head and

proceeds to his closet.

JOHNSON

Here, put this on.. I don’t have

another heavy coat, you’ll need to

put some layers on you. It’s

brutally cold out there today....

Use this as a scarf.

Basil dons each item handed him, layer by layer and takes a

look at himself in a mirror.

BASIL

Good Lord, I’m a king of rags and

patches.

JOHNSON

You’re welcome. That’s my good

sweater man. After you get where

you’re going, be sure to put that

in Goodwill. Maybe I can get it

back.

BASIL

I don’t mean... I didn’t intend to

sound ungrateful. I just never

imagined myself looking like this.

JOHNSON

It’s too cold to be vain. Here, you

need a hat. I got a hood. I can

give you $10 to be on the safe

side.

BASIL

Oh no,no. Keep your money. You

certainly need it more than I do.

EXT. STREET CORNER OPPOSITE CENTURION BANK - DAY

The street has old dirty snow piled near the curbs. The wind

is blustery. Very few people are on the street. Johnson

points across the street and down the block.
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JOHNSON

See, over there is Centurion.

BASIL

I’ll be fine from here. When the

dust settles, I’m going to come get

you and take you shopping.

JOHNSON

No, no, no thanks. No drama. You be

careful. I’ve gotta get home now.

It’s getting crowded out here.

BASIL

Good man, good man. Thanks Johnson.

INT. - OFFICE OF LANCE GARDNER

Lance’s office is modest, austere and functional. There are

few trappings of wealth. There is a gun cabinet with mounted

antique pistols and four military sabers adorning a wall. A

framed picture of a youthful band of soldiers is on his

desk. Four Safer City Board members sip coffee and relax.

The cell phone of Andrew Pettaway rings.

ANDREW

Andrew Pettaway ...Yes.... What

branch?.... What did Security do?

Good..... Secure the accounts under

that soc. Good work. Thank you

for your diligence Ms. Simmons.

Drew pockets his cell phone.

ANDREW (CONT.)

The deposit last night wasn’t

Bass. Someone just tried to access

his account in the South Bronx. The

man had no ID. My people alert me

to any theft attempts. They said a

shabby looking man was attempting

to withdraw from one of our largest

accounts ...Basil Chambers.

WILSON

Damn it Drew. You were supposed to

put him out of commission last

night.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDREW

I did. He was drunk, drugged and I

hit him in the head with a branch I

broke off a tree! I saw blood. I

couldn’t get a rock out of the

soil. The ground was frozen solid.

SINCLAIR

He knows that you left him in the

Bronx.

WILSON

This is a disaster. We need to get

to him.

LANCE

Because of your negligence Drew, we

have our first potential exposure.

ANDREW

I was not negligent! I never did

anything remotely like that! I

haven’t hit anyone since I was a

kid.

LANCE

Dammit do a job right or don’t do

it at all!

ANDREW

Lance, not everyone was a black ops

thug. You should have handled it.

LANCE.

I can’t be everywhere at once.

Competence, that’s all I expect!

SINCLAIR

We cannot afford to turn on each

other now. We’ve got to do God damn

damage control.

LANCE

You’re right. You’re right...We

have to do this. No operatives. Cut

off his resources. He’ll head

home. We need to take out his

house; a gas leak. Wilson, I’ll

need your help. Then when we’ve got

him cut off, we can close in.
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WILSON

What about his fiance? She’s a

liability.

ANDREW

She dumped him last night. I don’t

know much about her.

LANCE

I’m pretty sure I know where I can

find her.

ANDREW

She’s a teacher, Lance. She’ll be

missed.

LANCE

It’s got to be done. She’s the only

one who might sound an alarm about

Bass. I will need unwavering

cooperation from all three of you.

Bass has to be eliminated.

INT.- JEWELRY STORE - DAY

Bass boldly walks into a jewelry store, holding his wrist

out and spots a man behind the counter..

BASIL

My good man, I’d like to sell you

this Rolex for a fair..

SALESMAN

This look like a pawn shop to

you? We don’t buy knock offs.

(to a large security guard

near the counter)

Morris, get this bum outta here!

EXT - SNOWY BRONX STREET - DAY

Bass is thrown out of the jewelry store and lands hard on

the sidewalk. A passing bus splashes icy, filthy, slush all

over him.

STORE SECURITY

Don’t open this door again or I’ll

break your jaw.

He closes the shop door as Bass struggles to his feet.

(CONTINUED)
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BASIL

(yelling at the door)

Asshole! You wouldn’t even

look. It’s not a knock off. You

fool! I could buy and sell you

shithead. I will destroy you.

Passersby look at the wet, filthy, shabby man and avoid him

as he yells at the closed door. Suddenly aware he is making

a scene, Bass pulls his wet layers around him and looks for

someplace to get out of sight.

INT. - GREASY SPOON DINER

Bass enters a diner, patrons turn and look with disgust.

COUNTER MAN

Hey Mac, you gonna buy something?

BASIL

I’m wet and I’m cold. I have no

money on me but,

COUNTER MAN

Then you gotta go. This ain’t no

mission.

BASIL

I have plenty of money, just not on

me.

COUNTER MAN

Sure. It’s in your other pants

pocket.

BASIL

Can I just get warm for a bit?

COUNTER MAN

No. You’re filthy. This is a place

where people eat.

PATRON

Hey Carl, give him a cup of coffee

on me. It’s bad out there.

COUNTER MAN

Okay Willie, but he’s gotta take it

to go. I run a clean place. He’s

making people gag.

(CONTINUED)
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As Carl prepares the coffee in a large cup, Willie gets up

and grabs the napkins out of two large holders and walks

over to Bass and whispers.

WILLIE

Here Bro. I been there. Stuff these

under you clothes where you’re wet.

Go warm up in the subway.

COUNTER MAN

Handing Bass the large cup.

Alright, here ya go. It’s on him;

the napkins too. You still gotta

move on.

BASIL

Where’s the subway?

COUNTER MAN

See, he’s a booze head.

WILLIE

Go about five blocks to the right.

Walk quickly, your

clothes’ll freeze.

EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

Lance sits in his car,

EXT - INSIDE CASSIE’S SUV - DAY

Cassie is speaking on her Bluetooth. Her car is loaded with

bags, boxes and coats.

CASSIE

Oh hi Honey.

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. PAUL IN HIS OFFICE ON SPEAKER PHONE

Paul paces the office as he barks on the phone.

PAUL

Cass, I just got a call that you

loaded up the car with shopping

bags of food and clothes.
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CASSIE

I got a wonderful idea today while

I was waiting for someone, anyone,

to come to The Table.

PAUL

What the Hell do you think you’re

doing?

CASSIE

I’m taking the mountain to

Mohammad, Honey. I know there are

cold and hungry people out there.

They didn’t all win the

lottery. I’m doing home delivery.

PAUL

(yelling)

Are you doing this to mess with my

head? You can’t go roaming around

the Bronx! Are you out of your

mind? We have children! You’re

pregnant. You should have taken one

of the men!

CASSIE

Don’t yell at me Paul. Your men are

following me.

PAUL

Dammit Cass, you’re making me

crazy! This is the stupidest.. Do

you ever use your head? What the

Hell are you thinking?

CASSIE

Don’t you curse at me, Paul! I’m

hanging up. Don’t call me if you

have to scream like a maniac!

The click of her disconnect is heard. Paul tries to call her

back but gets voice mail. He throws a paperweight across the

room.

PAUL

God dammit! Dammit Cass.... God

dammit! You’re making me nuts.

He sits and begins to thump his desk. Then hits his

intercom.
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PAUL (CONT.)

Jeffrey, clear my schedule for the

rest of the day and have my car

pick me up as soon as he can get

here.

The phones rings, Paul punches a button.

PAUL

Chambers.

SECURITY MAN VO

Mr. Chambers, we got cut off by a

bus driver and your wife made the

light. She’s out of sight.

PAUL

Damn, damn, damn! Try to spot

her. I’m on my way but it’ll

probably take me a half hour or

more to get there. You men keep me

posted.

EXT. BRONX STREET - DAY

A black truck cruises the street. The driver notices Bass as

he hurries toward the subway and points him out to his

partner.

SAN MAN 2

Look, we can get him. Get the

hospital gear on. Here, put the

psychiatric sign on the truck. Take

a syringe.

SAN MAN 1

I’m on it. How’d we miss this guy

before?

San Man 1 throws on a white hospital jacket, pockets a

syringe and dons a cap saying "Tillman Psychiatric". Opening

the truck door, he slaps the corresponding magnetic sign to

the side of the truck. He turns toward the subway entrance.

SAN MAN 2

Hey, leave me the phone!

SAN MAN 1

Be right back. I don’t wanna lose

him.

He slams the door and bolts toward the subway. He rushes to

catch up to Bass.
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SAN MAN 1 (CONT.)

Hey Chief, wait up!

Bass jolts recognizing the nickname, and runs down the

steps. Evading the eye of the booth attendant, he slips

awkwardly under the turnstile and runs down the steps toward

the train platform.

SAN MAN 1 (CONT.) (cont’d)

Hey Chief, slow down! Wait up. I

just want to help you.

He swipes a transit card and runs through, heading for the

steps after Bass. Descending the steps, he spots Bass who

bangs on the closing doors of the subway car. The train

pulls out of the station. Bass looks desperately for

someplace to hide and runs to the end of the platform. San

Man 1 chuckles as he walks after Bass.

SAN MAN 1 (CONT.)

Don’t be afraid. I’m here to help

you Chief. You’ve got nowhere to

go.

BASIL

(screaming)

Leave me alone! I know who you are!

Bass kneels and awkwardly lowers himself onto the track to

slip into the dark tunnel. San Man 1 jumps right down after

him. He pulls a small flashlight from his pocket and shines

it down the tunnel as he moves into the darkness. He hears a

sound on his left and turns the flashlight toward his

shoulder. The dirty face of Coreen appears in the beam. San

Man 1 screams.

COREEN

Damn devil.

Coreen shoves the startled man hard. He stumbles over the

track and falls. His outstretched hand touches the third

rail. An electric sizzle is heard throughout the platform

and a plume of smoke begins to waft up from the tunnel.

Coreen turns her attention to Bass in the tunnel.

COREEN (CONT.)

Hey you! Come on out. The cops

will be down here in a few minutes.

We gotta move.

BASIL

I can’t see.
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COREEN

I’ll come get you. We gotta cross

to the other side. When I say so,

take giant steps like you did when

you was a kid.

Coreen walks toward him in the darkness and takes him by the

arm.

BASIL

The smell is making me sick.

COREEN

You better hold it in. You puke on

the rail and we’re all fried. Now

that’ll be a smell.

BASIL

Thank you. You saved my life. He

would have killed me.

COREEN

I know. He’s a devil. He’d have

snatched you to Hell. See he’s

burning. Hell bound, gonna be back

though. We gotta go, gotta go.

BASIL

I can’t thank you enough. Who are

you? What’s your name?

COREEN

Coreen, favorite child of God.

Giant step now.. be careful.. come

on. Now another one... Giant step.

BASIL

I’m gonna be sick.

COREEN

No, not yet.

EXT. BRONX STREET AT THE SUBWAY EXIT

San Man 2 has pulled the truck to the curb and watches the

subway exit expectantly. A police car flashes him. As he

pulls away, a phalanx of emergency vehicles approaches. When

the truck moves down the street, Bass and Coreen emerge from

the station. Bass starts to vomit. Police and emergency

workers turn away in disgust. Giving the puking man a wide

birth, they rush down the station steps.
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Coreen heads off without looking back. Bass looks around and

hustles down the street in the opposite direction. Seeing

the Public Library, he climbs the steps and enters.

INT - AT THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

The ancient library has a single row of computers. Tony is

one of three persons operating one. He has seated his little

sisters with coloring books, on the floor next to him.

NEECY

Tony, I wanna go to the Children’s

liberry.

TONY

Not now Neecy, I’m applying for

jobs in faraway places so we can

move. You and Bean have to be very

quiet.

BEAN

Are we going to where Mommy lives?

TONY

Bean, Mommy will have to find us

when she is able to. I’m going to

take care of you just like always.

And when me and Wilda get married,

she can be your Mommy.

BEAN

I want my real Mommy!

TONY

Don’t start Jelly Bean. You know

that makes everybody sad. I’m going

to take care of all of us and we’re

gonna be happy. Keep it down. You

gotta be quiet in here.

Bass walks toward the nearest wall and follows it to the

rear of the room. He grabs a book from a shelf and sinks

into the chair out of the view of most people and pretends

to read. His eyes fall on Tony and his two little

sisters. Tony has just unwrapped a peanut butter sandwich

and gives half to each little girl.

NEECY

Hey Tony, that dirty man is

staring. I think he’s hungry.
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TONY

Where?

NEECY

He’s in the corner.

TONY

Wow, he is a mess huh? He sure

looks like a man I saw last night.

NEECY

He’s staring at my sandwich.

Tony digs in his backpack and pulls out another

sandwich. He walks over to Bass with his hand extended,

saying nothing, he passes the sandwich to Bass and nods.

Bass quickly unwraps the sandwich and takes a big bite.

BASIL

Thank you. May I use your cell

phone, please?

TONY

Don’t have one.

BASIL

Can you help me get to New Haven?

TONY

Connecticut? Are you

kidding? That’s like $25! Probably

more! I got bills to pay.

BASIL

Bass rises and approaching Tony’s work station.

I’ll pay your bills for a year, if

you can get me to New Haven.

TONY

Look. I’m trying to find me a job

here. You’re just gonna drink up my

money anyway.

BASIL

I’m not a drunk.

TONY

The first step is admitting it.

Here’s a buck. You go get 24 more

and you got your fare to New Haven.

Now move away from my sisters.
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BASIL

I can’t ask people for money.

TONY

You just did. And you’re gonna have

to, to get from here to there.

Maybe you could get a jitney to

drive you, it’ll be more.

BASIL

A what?

TONY

Gypsy cab. Private cab service.

Mr. Cyrus might drive you. He used

to drive my mother sometimes when

she was down.

BASIL

Where can I find him?

TONY

Tony quickly starts writing on a scrap of paper and hands it

to Basil.

He lives near the projects. He’s

working now; doesn’t get home until

’bout 7 or 7:30. I can give you

his address. I can’t promise

anything. Connecticut costs a lot

of time and gas. If you stiff him,

he’ll whup your ass. Here, here’s

his address. Now let me get back to

this.

BASIL

Good, good, you drew directions.

Thank you young man.

Basil walks off to a secluded corner and settles into a

comfortable chair with an open book and finishes the

sandwich. He pretends to read, but soon starts to nod.

EXT. STREET RUNNING THROUGH THE PROJECTS - DAY

A black truck with a sign saying, "EMERGENCY RESTORATION",

slows as the driver spots Cassie bundled up and carrying two

loaded shopping bags on the walkway. San Man 2 pulls into a

narrow street between the buildings, parks and slips on a

pair of latex gloves. He pulls a syringe from the glove box

then slips it in his pocket. Exiting the vehicle, he presses

his back to the wall of the building and carefully peeks
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around the corner to see where Cassie is walking. Cassie

enters a building and walks over to the elevator. It has as

an "OUT OF ORDER" sign posted, so she heads to the stairway

and pushes the door open with her shoulder. Without warning,

she is grabbed from behind by San Man 2. She gets out a cry

of alarm and tries to call out for help, but he has put one

hand over her mouth and has used his teeth to pull the cap

off the needle of the syringe. The door at the landing

above, opens. Big Boy, looking down the stairway, comes

bounding down the stairs. He snatches Cassie with his left

hand and lands a solid right fist to the jaw of San Man 2

who tumbles backward down the stairs. He drops the syringe

onto the stairs. Big Boy stands blocking Cassie. San Man 2,

catches his footing and runs out of the building.

BIG BOY

Are you all right? Hey, I know you.

Cassie is shaking and crying. She is not able to speak

coherently.

BIG BOY (CONT)

It’s okay. It’s okay. He’s gone. I

won’t let him get you. Here, let me

help you with your stuff. Come on,

I’m gonna take you to Ms. Ma. I

wonder who the Hell he was. Look he

dropped that.

Big Boy bends over to retrieve the syringe and takes both

shopping bags with one hand and takes Cassie’s elbow leading

her upstairs.

INT. - BIG BOY’S APARTMENT

The apartment is small but very nicely furnished. It is

immaculately clean with tasteful adornments and matching

furniture. Ms. Ma hands Cassie a cup of tea.

MS. MA

Well, you got a good heart girl,

but there’s got to be a safer way

for you to do God’s work. You need

an escort.

CASSIE

That’s what my husband said.

MS. MA

A husband is a good thing.

Sometimes they’re even right about

a few things. Want me to call him?
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CASSIE

Good Lord no! He’d never let me out

of the house again. As it is, he

wants me to close the food bank.

BIG BOY

People really need that bank.

CASSIE

I can’t tell. No one comes anymore.

BIG BOY

Most everyone is too scared to come

out. People just disappear off the

face of the earth. I know lots of

people who need food. If you’re

feeling better, I can take you

around.

CASSIE

I’ll pay you for your time Big Boy.

I can’t let this slow me down.

BIG BOY

Let me grab a bite to eat before we

leave. You hungry?

CASSIE

No thanks. Just hurry. I have a lot

of supplies to distribute and I

intend to go home empty handed.

INT- SEDAN CRUISING OUTSIDE THE PROJECTS - DAY

Paul’s cruising security men spot Cassie’s parked car and

get Paul on the phone speaker.

SECURITY MAN 1

Yes sir. That’s her car. She’s

somewhere in these projects.....

Yes Sir. ... There she is, way over

there, coming out of.... There’s a

big black man running up to her.

PAUL VO

Oh my God!

SECURITY MAN 1

He’s grabbing her bags.
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PAUL VO

Shoot him!

SECURITY MAN 1

What?

PAUL VO

Shoot him! Now! You’re stopping a

mugging! Shoot him dammit! That’s

my wife!

The security guard lowers the window, and taking quick aim,

fires.

SECURITY MAN 1

I got ’im,.. he’s down .....

....Man,....your wife ....is

seriously freaking out. We gotta

get over there.

PAUL VO

I’m in the Bronx now. What street?

SECURITY MAN 2

Mott Haven Projects. It’s the Mott

Haven!

SECURITY MAN 1

Something’s wrong with this

picture! Your wife is wailing,

man. She’s all over him. Tell

your driver to hurry Mr.

Chambers! Something’s not right.

EXT - SIDEWALK IN THE MOTT HAVEN PROJECTS COMPLEX - DAY

The security duo park their car and rush over to Cassie who

is trying to apply pressure to Big Boy’s wound.

CASSIE

Hang on Big Boy. Please hang on!

She fumbles to dig her cell phone out of her coat pocket and

tries to dial with one hand while pressing the other to Big

Boy’s wound. Paul’s two security men arrive at Cassie at the

same time as a few project residents. Cassie is screaming

into the phone, barely coherent.

Please help, someone shot my escort

.. I’m at the projects. Mott Haven

...Please, send an

ambulance. Please hurry! Somebody

go get his mother!
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SECURITY MAN 1

(Running up to the scene)

Ms. Chambers, Ms. Chambers, are you

all right?

CASSIE

Oh God. Someone just shot this boy.

Call my husband!

SECURITY MAN 2

What did you mean, your escort

Ma’am?

CASSIE

This boy just saved my life. He

saved me. He’s working for me!...

Help him, please help him. Is that

a siren? Flag them down! Get them

over here.

EXT.- OUTSIDE THE HOME OF MR. CYRUS - NIGHT

BASIL

I know I look like bad, but I

promise you, I can pay whatever you

ask, if you can get me home

tonight.

MR. CYRUS

Not tonight. The roads are too icy.

There is not enough money in this

city to get me on the road tonight.

BASIL

You’re my only hope of getting

home...unless you can see your way

clear to loan me $25.00 or $30.00.

MR. CYRUS

Are you high? I don’t know you from

a can of paint! You show up

uninvited...

BASIL

A young man with two little sisters

told me that you drive his mother

places. He called you a rentny. He

told me that.... see.. he drew me a

map to your house.
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MR. CYRUS

Jitney. And I am not going anywhere

tonight. Now you go on, I’m

chilling the house.

Mr. Cyrus closes the door and turns off the porch light.

Basil stands there shivering and clutching his shabby layers

around him. He looks around and starts walking down the

street. He slips, falls and gingerly gets up. He stops and

huddles against a tall object to get out of the wind and

realizing that his shelter is a dumpster, moves on.

BASIL

Gotta keep moving or I’ll die out

here. ...To be or not to be.. That

is the question. There are no

phones in this God forsaken

wasteland. Hell, I don’t know

anyone’s number. I’ll call Lenore,

I’ll apologize, tear up the pre

nupt, ask for forgiveness.

EXT. - AT A SECLUDED PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Lance climbs into a dark panel truck driven by Andrew. The

two men talk as Andrew drives slowly down the streets.

ANDREW

You’re right on schedule. I dropped

in on Whitmore’s widow and conveyed

our sympathies. How’d you do?

LANCE

Well, we’ve been busy. Wilson and I

took care of Bass’ fiance and we

put her in his house; which had a

terrible gas explosion. I contacted

the operatives, except one team;

they didn’t answer. I told everyone

to stand down. We don’t want them

to pick him up and have us still

searching for him. What’s your

progress report?

ANDREW

I’ve placed the bulk of his

holdings in dummy accounts. I left

a modest amount for his estate.

Now, I virtually control everything

else that had been in his name.

He’s got nothing.
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LANCE

What about Sinclair?

ANDREW

He’s purging everything necessary

and he’s making it look like Bass

took off on a business trip. I sent

him the wallet and phone by currier

service. He has an operative that

will lease a small pleasure boat in

Bass’ name in Bermuda and scuttle

it. But God damn! How are we going

to find one man in the whole of the

Bronx?

LANCE

Are you kidding? He’s going to

stick out like a sore thumb.

ANDREW

You’re just going to jump out of

the truck and do what?

LANCE

I’ll handle that. Just keep

driving. I’m more worried about the

problem at the plant. The foreman

called; found the remnant of a

handgun in the ash. He said it

looks like it exploded. He took

processing off line. The oven,

grinders and drums may have been

damaged. Everything has to be

checked out.

ANDREW

You did talk him out of going to

the police.

LANCE

I implied that an investigation

would likely shut down

production. We wouldn’t be able to

make our orders or pay our

employees. That was motivation

enough for him. He’s tossing it.

ANDREW

I’ve already covered almost every

block in this area.
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LANCE

Now’s prime time. Everything is

closed except the bars. He has no

money, they’ll put him out. He’ll

be on the street. The streets are

empty. We can pluck him up.

ANDREW

I want this behind us. I hate this.

LANCE

Just keep your eyes open... Oh.. by

the way, you know the Silven

Arms, where Bass’s boy, Paul

lives? He has 4 spaces in the

garage under there, two cars were

out. I rigged the Jeep. Whenever he

takes that one out, that’s it. The

Paul problem is solved.

ANDREW

Excellent, I like that, clean,

smooth. The random quality is

brilliant. Makes life exciting.

How’d you get in there? That’s a

gated building.

LANCE

To tell you the truth, I’ve had

something in mind since he took out

my imports. I rented a studio there

in my cousin’s name, 3 months ago.

I’ve watched him, did my homework.

ANDREW

Well.. when the dust settles, we

can see about expanding Fasttrack.

DISSOLVE TO BASIL LEANING ON A WALL EMBLAZONED WITH A

FASTTRACK ADVERTISEMENT

EXT. - BRONX STREET - NIGHT (BLUSTERY)

As he clutches his shabby layers and pulls the hat further

over his ears, Bass sees two women get off a bus at the

corner. He rushes to catch up with them. They are at first

startled, then leery of him.

BASIL

Excuse me. Could either of you

ladies tell if you know of a Mr.

Johnson? He lives on the first

floor of a brownstone.

(CONTINUED)
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WOMAN

You’re kidding right?

BASIL

No, no. He helps people out.

WOMAN

Well that sure narrows it down.

BASIL

I’ve forgotten what street we were

on. I didn’t pay attention.

WOMAN

Well mister, you do have a problem.

If you need a shelter, there’s one

over on Fordham Road.

BASIL

Where’s that?

WOMAN 2

It’s about 4 blocks over and down..

walk to the right about, I don’t

know... maybe 8 more blocks.

BASIL

A shelter? Listen. I know you don’t

know me, but I’m Basil Chambers and

I truly do have money. If you could

lend me the fare to get home to

Connecticut, I will surely reward

you. You could give me your name

and addresses, I’ll send you and

your friend on an all expense paid

trip to Hawaii.

WOMAN

(bursts into laughter)

Well damn. You get points for

originality with that one.

WOMAN 2

(laughing)

Here’s $200. Will that get you

home?

BASIL

This is $2.00.

WOMAN

Here’s 3 more because you’re funny.

What a cutey pie.
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The women turn and walk away still laughing about Hawaii.

Basil stuffs the money into his pocket and walks in the

direction pointed out by his benefactors. He braces himself

against the wind and snow. He slips, but continues.

EXT. THE BOARDED UP GLENN JOHN MEN’S SHELTER - NIGHT

Bass reads a faded, posted notice on the 4 x 8 sheet of

plywood nailed over the door. "ZONING ORDINANCE 256.39 - 60

day Notice of Cessation of Operation and Eviction" He slumps

onto the steps and begins to rock back and forth.

BASIL

I made this happen. I pushed and

pushed City Council to close these

damn places. What was I planning

here? A vertical mall. I can buy a

coat here in 2 years, but I’m going

to freeze to death tonight.

Regrouping, he squares his shoulders and stands.

BASIL (CONT.)

I’ll find a hospital or something.

"Once upon a midnight dreary, while

I pondered weak and weary,..

He stops abruptly. Ahead of him, a panel truck at the next

corner. The vehicle has slowed to a stop and Bass realizes

that the occupants are staring at him. He turns down a side

street and hurries his pace. In approaching the middle of

the block, he sees that the truck has circled to intercept

him. He runs back the other way and makes his way across the

street and down a narrow alley. He runs and slips into a

pile of boxes on the side of a makeshift lean to. Johnny

Walker bounds out of the structure barking furiously. Mister

comes out annoyed.

MISTER

Hey, hey watch what the Hell you’re

doing!

BASIL

They’re after me.

MISTER

Who?

BASIL

The men in the truck. They’re going

to kill me.

(CONTINUED)
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MISTER

Reen said there are devils riding

around in a truck. Come on. I got a

’just in case’.

BASIL

A what?

MISTER

Come on. Quick! Did they see you

come down here? Hurry up. It’s

right back here. Here Johnny. Quiet

boy. We gotta be quiet.

Mister sticks a sharp piece of metal into the lock of a

steel door. It opens easily and he closes it quickly behind

them. It is pitch black until he lights a match and digs

into a sack pulling out a small key ring flashlight.

MISTER

Hush now. I hear a truck. It

stopped. They’re getting out.

The sound of Mister’s place being tossed about is evident.

MISTER (CONT.)

They’re going to mess up my place.

BASIL

Shuush. Let me hear. Let me hear

their voices.

The two men sit in silence listening to the muffled voices

outside. Johnny lifts his head and is patted back into

stillness by Mister.

EXT. - THE ALLEY - NIGHT

LANCE

Are you sure he came this way?

ANDREW

I’m sure it was him and I am sure

he came this way.

LANCE

Keep your voice down. Listen for

any movement. Let’s try the doors.

Lance and Andrew walk to each door and try the knobs without

luck. They come to the door behind which Basil and

Mister wait in silence. Andrew tries the door and it is

locked.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDREW

Damn it, I know I saw him come down

this way. He’s got to be here.

LANCE

He’s around here somewhere. He’s on

foot and we’ve got heat and wheels.

Call Wilson and Sinclair and have

them focus on this area. We’ve got

him. Let’s go sit in the car. We’ll

watch the street. He’s got to make

a move sooner or later. We’ll have

him Fasttracked by morning.

INT. THE SHADOWY ALCOVE

MISTER

Fast tracked? What the Hell is

fast tracked? The fertilizer? Is

that like, sleep with the fishes?

Plant you in the garden?

BASIL

(He despairs with his head in

his hands.)

These are my friends, my only

friends; the men I trusted with

everything. We’re partners.

MISTER

I don’t think so. Not anymore.

They’re gonna fast track you. What

did you do to piss them off?

BASIL

I disagreed with them.

MISTER

For that they would kill you?

BASIL

Apparently so. My God, did I bring

this on myself? Am I the architect

of this insanity?

MISTER

This is a two-fer huh? If they find

me with you, I’m finished too?

BASIL

Count on it.

(CONTINUED)
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MISTER

Come on. We gotta move. We can go

through the basement and there’s a

way to get into the next

building. That one has a Bilco

door and it lets up in the front on

the next block over. If they’re

calling for help, we gotta move

fast.

Mister leads the way through the dark passage. He forces a

door then descends a narrow stairway with Bass and Johnny

following. They wend their way through stacks of boxes,

dusty shelves and broken abandoned cabinets. He strains to

move a piece of furniture away from a wall revealing a

square of wood concealing a section of wall where the bricks

had been removed. He maneuvers himself through quickly then

assists Bass.

MISTER (cont’d)

C’mon, you can fit. No, no. Don’t

push it over. We gotta pull the

board back from this side. C’mon

Johnny. Good boy.

Mister reaches through the hole and pulls the wood back to

cover the hole, carefully adjusting it with a small knob

that had been glued to the center on his side. He turns to

lead the way through more stored furniture and equipment

layered in dust, and climbs the steps to the Bilco door.

BASIL

Couldn’t we wait inside? It’s so

damn cold out.

MISTER

I learned a long time ago, when you

got predators after you, hiding,

works in their favor. It’s best to

keep moving. Leave them looking

where you used to be. Here.

C’mon. This latch just slides.

BASIL

My feet are still numb. I want to

wait in here.

MISTER

They’ll be outside. You heard

him. He’s calling for other

people. You wanna live... you’ll

come with us. Your choice.

(CONTINUED)
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BASIL

Damn it. I just want to go home.

Mister climbs the steps to the door and slides the bolt

latch over. He pushes up the door a crack to survey the

street. Seeing no one, he waves Bass on up the steps. Bass

follows.

MISTER

Hurry up. Stay close to the

buildings. C’mon. Move your ass.

The trio run along in the shadows until Mister signals to

run across the street. They proceed down a narrow side

street. They scurry along until they come an area of

warehouses and rail tracks. A 10 foot cyclone fence

encloses the site. Wedging himself behind a bolted shed

flush with the fencing, Mister pushes a section of cyclone

that had been snipped allowing for passage. The fence

catches onto Bass’ clothing making Mister work to pull it

free without tearing anything. Bass pushes his way through

and he holds the fence for Johnny Walker.

BASIL

Are we going to run all night?

MISTER

No...quick, over here. I see

headlights coming this way. Over

here. Be still a moment. See that

warehouse? That’s where we’re

going. We can stay there ’til it

starts getting light.

The men watch from behind a small shed as the vehicle

passes. They head off toward the warehouse. Mister

manipulates the lock of the door. The trio enter.

INT. INSIDE THE WAREHOUSE

Bass and Mister sit with their backs resting on the steel

beams. Mister’s small flashlight is cast about the room.

BASIL

How’d you know about all these....

rabbit holes.

MISTER

I been around a long

time. Survived a long time. Used

to be, to get away from the kids.

(CONTINUED)
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BASIL

Gang bangers?

MISTER

Oh Hell no! Spoiled kids. Raised

to think they’re better’n someone

else. Like we’re nothing; never

been nothing, never gonna be

nothing. They come around here to

hunt. Come up on you real quiet.

Then you can hear ’em, excited,

hooping like hyenas when they’re

kicking you.

BASIL

Brats can be vicious.

MISTER

They killed a friend of mine. Ole

Bullet, was a reject from the war.

He didn’t have nobody before the

war and sure as Hell didn’t have

nobody after. Died in the street,

worse than a dog. I keep his purple

heart for him. You wanna see it?

BASIL

Sure.

Mister digs in the backpack and extracts a case that he has

wrapped in black cloth. He unwraps the medal case with

reverence and carefully opens the box. Bass solemnly takes

the box and looks closely at the medal.

BASIL (CONT.)

Did the kids get arrested?

MISTER

They sure did, caught on a security

camera. My friend Reen, gets papers

on the train, she said they got

probation. Those liars said he

approached them and was begging

aggressively.

BASIL

Well maybe he was.

MISTER

Nah. Bullet didn’t panhandle. He

got a gov’t disability check,

regular as rain in his P.O. Box.

Had shrapnel in his head. The kids

(MORE)
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MISTER (cont’d)
lied. Hell, they jumped me once

while I was sleeping through a

drunk. That’s how I met Johnny

Walker. Dog came out of nowhere,

got one of those bastards by the

leg. He was snarling like a whole

pack of wolves. Ran those bitches’

boys off. Didn’t ya boy? Got more

heart than a grizzly.

BASIL

How long has he been with you?

MISTER

Be 3 years in the spring. He was

skin and bones. I had to fatten him

up. And I ain’t had a drink since

that day. I don’t think God’ll send

another 4 legged angel to save

me...

BASIL

What do you eat? What do you feed

him?

MISTER

Why you so raw? You hesitate. You

move wrong. It’s like you don’t

know nothing ’bout the street.

BASIL

I don’t. I want to go home.

MISTER

So go home if you got a home!...

Your wife throw you out?

BASIL

No. No wife. I’ve got to get to

Connecticut and I need $25. I’ve

only got 6.

MISTER

Connecticut.. oh well, well. I know

a lady who’ll help you out. She

runs a food bank. She’ll give you a

coat too. Well, I gotta get me some

rest. I’m getting too old for all

this running and dodging assholes.

One day I’m gonna stand my ground

and take a 2 by 4 to ’em.

(CONTINUED)
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Mister walks around flashing his small pen light and settles

on an empty wooden skiff. He pulls dirty clothing from his

knapsack and beckons to Bass in the darkness.

MISTER (cont’d)

Here. Use this as a pillow. Lay on

the wood. The concrete will freeze

you to your bones.

BASIL

I’m freezing, starving and I’m

exhausted. I think I’ll probably

die tonight.

MISTER

Man up. This ain’t so bad. Ya

know, I don’t usually share my

spots. Ya see, I never leave a

trace. That way folks don’t know

they got to tighten up. Never take

anything and never leave anything.

...not a trace you was anywhere.

BASIL

There was more than a trace of you

in that alley.

MISTER

That was my home man. That was my

address.

Mister turns off his tiny light and the men are in total

darkness.

BASIL

I think I’m dying. Maybe I died

last night and this is Hell. That’s

what I get. Eternity, being hunted,

filthy and starving in an ice cold,

pitch black warehouse.

MISTER

Man up you big baby! Man up and

shut up. I need my rest.

EXT.- MC DONALD’S DRIVE THRU - NIGHT

The plain black truck has pulled into the fast food drive

through.

(CONTINUED)
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TONY

Here ya go, large coffee, cream and

sugar. You working the red eye?

SAN MAN 2

I gotta make me some money. Been a

bad day.. Stinks on steroids bad.

TONY

Hope things get better for you.

INT. INSIDE THE WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

Bass awakens and has to relieve himself. He groans as he

feels his way to the door.

BASIL

Leave nothing behind, be a lot

easier peeing in the corner like a

cat.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE WAREHOUSE

Bass has positioned himself between two trees where he

stands to urinate. He is suddenly attacked by Man 2. The

two men grapple. Man 2 punches Bass hard in the gut and

face causing him to lose his balance and crumble.

INT. - DISSOLVE TO WILSON’S CAR WITH SINCLAIR - NIGHT

Sinclair squints and points.

SINCLAIR

Hey look! Isn’t that one of our

trucks parked over there? I thought

Lance told them to stand down.

WILSON

Yeah, that’s ours. Look he’s got

someone! Wait! Isn’t that Bass?

SINCLAIR

I can’t .... Hey, that is

Bass! That’s Bass all right.

WILSON

He’s getting the needle. I’ll call

Lance.

(CONTINUED)
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SINCLAIR

That’s poetry in motion. See, the

right man for the right job. Let’s

get outta here.

WILSON

(on his cell phone)

Lance, it’s done. Sanitation did

the job. They got Bass. We saw it.

Let’s go home. Our hands are clean.

Over and out my good man. Over and

out!

Sinclair and Wilson’s vehicle turns down the nearest side

street and speeds off. San Man 2 struggles to peel back some

of Bass’s layers so he can plunge in the syringe. Just as he

makes contact with skin, Johnny Walker shoots out of the

darkness and leaps snarling on San Man 2. He drops the

needle, flails and swings, struggling to get away from the

attacking dog. He pulls his arm from the dog’s teeth, gets

to his feet and runs to the truck. Reaching in, he grabs a

length of iron bar and throws it at the dog who stands

between the fallen Bass and his assailant. Johnny dodges the

bar then leaps at San Man 2 who slams the truck door and

drives off cursing. He drives a few blocks cursing and

slamming his hand on the steering wheel and punches the dash

board. He spots Coreen picking through a trash can.

SAN MAN 2

I knew I’d get you, ya ole bag.

Your number is up Madam. Daddy

needs a new pair of shoes.

A city bus emblazoned with a Fasttrack ad moves slowly down

the street as San Man 2 cuts off his lights and slides into

the curb. Coreen’s back is to him. As she pulls a paperback

book from the trash, San Man 2 is on her. He punches her

hard, repeatedly in the head and she collapses. With a swift

fireman’s carry, he scoops her up and loads her into the

back of the truck.

EXT.- OUTSIDE THE WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

Mister struggles to hoist Bass off the frozen sidewalk.

Johnny stays vigilant as Mister braces Bass and walks him

back to the warehouse.

MISTER

Come on, help me. My back’s not as

strong as it used to be. Looks like

you got your ass kicked pretty

good.

(CONTINUED)
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Mister turns on his small flash light and sets Bass on a

wooden crate. Bass moans and sways. Mister steps back and

shines the light on Bass’ face.

MISTER (CONT.)

Best damn dog on the planet huh?

Who’d he run off? Hey buddy, what’s

wrong with you? You nodding?

BASIL

(slurring and drooling)

Stuck me with a needle. Drugged me.

MISTER

You got beat up by a guy who gets

you high? I know a lot of guys

would love to meet him.

BASIL

I’m sick.

MISTER

I’ll get you some ice. You put it

in your crotch and the back of your

neck, helps keep you from O-D ing.

BASIL

I’m dying.

MISTER

I’ll put the ice next to you. I

suggest you use it before you pass

out and (digging in his back pack)

here’s a plastic bag, you are going

to throw up and we can’t leave a

trace.

BASIL

I’m gonna die.

MISTER

If you do, I’m gonna drag your ass

outside and leave you in the snow

I’ll be right back with the ice.

The small light is turned out and the warehouse goes dark.

DISSOLVE TO
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INT. FASTTRACK PLANT AS THE GARAGE DOOR OPENS - NIGHT

The light comes on as San Man 2 backs the truck inside,

close to a rear wall with a series of depository hatches of

different sizes. He presses a sequence of numbers into the

key pad and pulls down the 30 by 30 inch hatch. Opening the

back of the truck, he grabs the unconscious Coreen out of

the back of the vehicle and pushes her into the depository.

Slamming the door of the truck, he energetically hops into

the truck and carefully pulls out of the garage.

SAN MAN 2

Home again, home again, jiggety,

jig. Day’s not a total waste after

all.

EXT. - THE BRONX STREET - SUNRISE

Mister struggles to support Basil as he half carries the

drug sick man along the street. He comes to Coreen’s

abandoned shopping bags strewn on the sidewalk near an

overturned trash can. He lets Bass easily to the sidewalk

and stoops over Coreen’s things. In recognition, Mister sits

down hard on the pavement and puts his hand over his eyes,

and moans in sorrow. Johnny Walker sniffs the distraught

man. Regrouping, Mister digs in his pocket and pulls a

length of dirty twine out and proceeds to tie Coreen’s

belongings together, then ties them to the strap of his back

pack. He hoists Bass back to his feet and the pair struggle

on.

MISTER

I’m gonna get me a 2 by 4 and make

’em pay Reen. I’m gonna make ’em

pay.

INT. - PENTHOUSE APARTMENT - MORNING

Cassie, in the background spins and hugs her four year old

son then smothers the three year old girl with kisses. The

Nanny leaves with the bundled up children. Paul sits at the

kitchen table watching his wife and children.

PAUL

Cass, I could have lost you

yesterday. The police said the

syringe didn’t have prints but it

had a lethal dose of tainted heroin

in it. You stay away from those

projects.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

I can’t go back without Big Boy. I

feel responsible for him getting

shot.

PAUL

It certainly was not your fault

Cass. Are you going to the hospital

or the food bank today?

CASSIE

First, I’m heading to the hospital.

They said I could see him today.

PAUL

Is he going to make it?

CASSIE

The doctor said he’s in bad shape.

Paul, did you know that a bullet

can move around inside you and tear

up everything?

PAUL

Yeah, I knew that.

CASSIE

He has extensive internal

injuries.

PAUL

Did you tell his mother we’d cover

the hospital bill?

CASSIE

She said they have medical

coverage, but she’s afraid the

football scholarship will be lost.

He was being scouted by some of the

big ten schools.

PAUL

Football?

CASSIE

She’s in denial Paul. She talks

like he’ll be walking out of there

by Sunday. She said he’s got tubes

everywhere and he’s on oxygen, but

she kept saying how strong her boy

is.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Well, we’ll take care of his

college expenses. Tell her that.

That’s the least we can do. Tell

her, his education is a sure thing.

And beyond that, he will always

have a job in my organization. His

future is secure.

CASSIE

I’ll tell her; him too when he

wakes up. I’m expecting a shipment

of goods at the food bank, so I’ll

swing by there around noon. I’ll

pick up the kids on my way home. Oh

Babe, my car is squealing, I’m

going to use the Jeep today.

PAUL

I’ll call Bob and have him pick up

your car and get it repaired. Call

me from the hospital, okay?

INT. LANCE’S LARGE OFFICE - MORNING

Lance paces his office as he talks to his three associates.

LANCE

I’m glad you could all get here so

quickly.

He sits and rubs his forehead.

ANDREW

Cut to the chase. I thought we were

finished with all the cloak and

dagger nonsense

LANCE

Well I checked the deposit number

from last night. Basil weighs what,

about 210 right? The deposit read

130. So I thought maybe the scales

were damaged by the bullets that

exploded in the unit.

SINCLAIR

What bullets?

LANCE

The foreman found the remnants of

an exploded gun in the ash. It was

(MORE)
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LANCE (cont’d)
mangled and had gone through

processing. Possibly damaged the

oven, the drum, and the

grinders. He took the system off

line yesterday morning to check it

out.

WILSON

So you mean that Bass was just

setting there in the drum? Why

didn’t you tell us about the

explosion?

LANCE

It gets worse. The foreman never

put the unit back together, left

all the drums open. He called me at

7 this morning to tell me there was

a crazy bag lady wondering around

in the factory. He called the

police.

ANDREW

I think we’re still okay. They will

be looking for a point of break in.

LANCE

That’s just it. They won’t find

one.

ANDREW

They won’t care. The homeless are

like rats. They show up

anywhere. Trust me. It won’t be a

problem.

SINCLAIR

Aren’t any of you bothered by the

fact that she was alive when she

was deposited? That is not the

protocol! That’s shoddy

workmanship! Whitmore was right.

And why didn’t they stand down when

you gave the order?

LANCE

There was a unit that didn’t answer

their phone. Maybe they got it wet

or it broke; but we’ve got to stop

them before they make another

deposit.

(CONTINUED)
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SINCLAIR

What happened to the bag lady?

LANCE

Foreman said she was psychotic,

hysterical and incoherent. The

police sent for an ambulance to

take her to Belleview.

WILSON

Hello. Earth to assholes. What the

hell happened to Bass? We saw him.

We saw his face! He was down. We

saw the agent put the syringe to

him. What happened to Bass?

ANDREW

I have no idea.

LANCE

We still have a problem. We have to

pull out all the stops.

WILSON

How?

LANCE

I’ll prep new phones and

directives. Give the men incentive;

a raise. Only males over 45 and

have them take the photo of each

catch, send it, then delete it. Put

the plant on processing for 24

hours a day.

SINCLAIR

That could work.

LANCE

Desperate times men.

INT. - JEEP - DAY (MOVING)

Cassie navigates the vehicle through traffic as she and the

children sing "The Itsy Bitsy Spider". The little girl

swings a stuffed spider back and forth. The son, hits at it

with his stuffed bear. Cassie applies her breaks and a

popping sound is heard. Cassie’s foot stamps repeatedly on

the breaks as the Jeep runs directly into the

intersection. It is smashed by a bus on the left and thrown

into the path of a semi coming from the right. The car

explodes into a fire ball.
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TWO WEEKS LATER

EXT. THE ALLEY BEHIND RESTAURANT ROW - NIGHT

The trash cans in the alley are neatly arranged. Several

have foil wrapped parcels carefully placed on their tops.

Rolls wrapped in paper napkins, sit in little bundles.

Mister and Basil stuff rolls in their pockets. A busboy

looks out the door, seeing them, hands them quart containers

of leftover soup. They nod in appreciation.

MISTER

Used to have to fight for the

bread. We got more food than we can

eat nowadays. Lookit Johnny, he’s

starting to get fat.

BASIL

Did they always put food out?

MISTER

All restaurants gotta throw out the

waste at closing time. It used to

be a lot harder to get some though.

Mister walks over to a specific can and lifts the lid. He

smiles and digs a little, then pulls out a sizable steak

bone and hands it to Johnny Walker.

MISTER

Johnny loves it when people have

steak. Used to be a whole mess of

folks out here at closing time. I

wonder if everybody went to that

New Canaan place.

BASIL

Trust me my friend, never go there.

Never.

Basil lowers his gaze and takes a bite out of a roll. The

pair walk in silence and cross into another alley. Finding a

couple of crates, they sit down to eat. Basil has pushed his

crate close to the wall and rests his back. He is in the

shadows. Johnny Walker has carried his prize a few yards

away and begins to gnaw on the bone. Mister sits in the glow

of the streetlight and is happily eating the contents of the

foil package, taking intermittent sips of soup.

Silently, San Man 5 is upon him. The only sound to alert

Bass, is the soup hitting the pavement. Looking up, Bass

drops his food and runs toward Mister and his attacker. He

(CONTINUED)
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grabs the assailant by the neck and lands punches with his

free hand. He calls out to Johnny and looks for the second

man, who he knows is coming with the needle. Johnny Walker

is on San Man 6 who yells in alarm and tries to get away.

BASIL (cont’d)

Tear ’em up Johnny!

The San Men now struggle to get away. Mister lands a punch

to the jaw of his captor. Bass releases the man’s neck. The

startled San Men fight now to get back into their truck.

Mister and Bass let their man go.

MISTER

Good boy Johnny. Let him go. Down

boy, down boy.

The San Men slam the truck door and speed off.

MISTER (CONT.)

If I’d known you was Muhammad Ali,

I’d have hooked up with you years

ago. You sure got your strength

back. I’m glad you came shopping

with me tonight... Reen was right

about those devils.

BASIL

I want to go home. Can we go to

that lady’s place tomorrow? The

one you said would help me get to

Connecticut.

MISTER

Her lights have been out. Maybe she

took a vacation. We can go see

tomorrow.

INT. THE FOOD BANK - DAY

The door is slightly ajar, but the cluttered room is

darkened. Paul Chambers sits in a drunken haze amid opened

and unopened boxes. There are empty whiskey bottles on the

floor. There is an almost empty bottle next to him.

Tony Bolden peeks his head in the door.

TONY

Ms. Chambers, you in here? Ms.

Chambers, Big Boy woke up

yesterday. He asked for you. Ms.

Chambers?

(CONTINUED)
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He extends his hand to the wall and feels for a light

switch. Pressing it, a dim entry light comes on.

PAUL

(slurring)

Ms. Chambers is not here. She’s not

coming back.

Tony rushes in and grabs the drunken man.

TONY

Where is she? Did you do something?

PAUL

My wife died in a car wreck. She

took my babies with her.

TONY

Oh no, aww no. That’s horrible. I

liked her a lot.

PAUL

Yeah, me too.

Paul reaches for the bottle but Tony pulls it out of reach.

TONY

Don’t do that to her.

PAUL

Give me that! What, do what? Didn’t

you hear me? I said she’s gone.

TONY

You’re wrecking her place. You’re

dogging yourself. If she’s watching

you, you’re breaking her heart.

PAUL

Well, she broke mine. She’s killing

me. (He breaks down.)

TONY

You’re trashing her place. She was

good to me and mine. I never get

to say goodbye, to anyone.. Never

get to tell them I’m appreciative.

He looks around at the clutter in disgust and pushes an

empty whiskey bottle with his toe.

(CONTINUED)
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TONY (CONT.)

I’m gonna pay her my respects. I’m

gonna straighten this mess up.

Tony picks up trash and empty bottles and places it in a

trash can. He surveys the boxes of canned and dry goods

that have been opened but remain as obstacles awkwardly on

the floor.

TONY (CONT.)

Mr. Chambers, can I put these goods

on the shelves? Ms. Chambers had

this place clean as a hospital when

we were here.

PAUL

I said, she’s not coming back.

TONY

You still don’t get to trash her

place.

Tony comes across a pillow and 2 blankets on the floor

between shelves. He picks them up, folds the blankets and

places them on a shelf. Paul has retrieved his bottle and

takes turns it up to his mouth.

TONY (CONT.)

You been living in here Mr.

Chambers? You been sleeping on the

floor?

PAUL

Yeah.I can feel my Cassie in here.I

can’t go home. My babies aren’t

there.

Tony lifts a box to an empty table and begins to stock the

shelf with vegetables.

TONY

You should probably note this

inventory in her records Mr.

Chambers. Where’s the overhead

light switch?

PAUL

I don’t know. Back there somewhere.

I told you, she’s never coming.

Tony heads to the back and shortly, the light comes

on. Paul puts his head down and covers it with both arms,

moaning. The sound of Tony opening drawers is quickly

followed by his returning footsteps.

(CONTINUED)
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TONY

Here, Mr. Chambers. Here’s a

ledger. At McDonald’s, the manager

has to log in all receivables.

PAUL

Here,... I can’t.. you do it...

I’ll put you on payroll....you do

it... You interested?

TONY

Hell yes! You serious or just

drunk?

PAUL

I can’t do it. It’d make my Cassie

happy. I want her to be happy.

Tony takes the ledger and walks amid the boxes making

notations and placing contents on the shelving. Paul

struggles to finger his cell phone.

PAUL (cont’d)

Jeffrey..... Add a personnel line

item to the food bank

budget. Manager, forty thousand.

Come here kid, give Jeffrey your

information.

Tony hurries to take the phone and rattles off his name,

address and social security number.

PAUL (CONT.)

See Cass, I’m taking care of your

food bank.

Paul lays his head on the table, reaches for the bottle and

turns it up to his lips. The door of the food bank

opens. Mister enters boldly, followed silently by Basil.

MISTER

Hey Angel Lady! I saw your light

on. I brought you somebody! You

been on vacation? Hello?

TONY

(Calling from the shelves)

Sorry to have to tell you but, Ms.

Chambers died. Her husband said she

and the children died in a car

accident.
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MISTER

Oh no,... no, no, no, no.

PAUL

You said it old man, but it don’t

change a damn thing. I tried it,

don’t change a thing.

BASIL

Paul, is that you?

PAUL

Who’s asking?

Both men stare incredulously at one another. They

simultaneously ask.

BASIL AND PAUL

What the Hell happened to you?

PAUL

Did I do that? Are you a bum now?

BASIL

I’ve been, its too hard to explain.

Are you a drunk?

TONY

Talk about the pot and the kettle.

PAUL

The News said, you were dead. I

gotta tell you. I didn’t care. My

Cassie and my kids were gone. Now

here you are. Maybe they’ll come

back tomorrow.

BASIL

Oh Paul,.. I am so sorry.

PAUL

Back from the dead, ya old bastard.

It figures. I gotta throw up.

He rises and staggers toward the back of the shop.

MISTER

He’s lost.

BASIL

Give him a break. He just lost his

wife and children.

(CONTINUED)
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MISTER

That’s what took me out of the

race. If he don’t catch himself,

he’ll be my next door neighbor.

BASIL

Not Paul, he’s tough. He’s got

grit.

MISTER

I got so tired of living without

them. I tried to drink myself to

death, but I just wouldn’t die.

BASIL

Paul will bounce back.

Paul comes back to the front drying his face in paper

towels.

PAUL

So. what happened to you?

BASIL

It’s a long story. I am terribly

sorry about your family. I bet you

were a good husband.

PAUL

I was. Why are you here?

BASIL

I heard the lady that runs this

place would help me.

PAUL

She would have. What’d you want?

BASIL

Money. Can you loan me $35 to get

home?

PAUL

Your house blew up two weeks ago.

Your fiance’ died in it. You were

lost at sea and the evidence of

your death was substantial. You

have no home. There’s nothing

there, Phillip checked (he starts

to ramble)and Cass and the kids...

they said the brakes failed....

That Jeep was sound. We barely used

it in the city. There wasn’t any

wear on those brakes.
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Paul reaches for the bottle, but it is empty. Basil puts his

hand on his son’s shoulder.

BASIL

Paul, Paul. Listen to me, the

people that did this to me, tried

to eliminate you. They just missed

their target, and got your wife and

children instead. Of this, I am

sure.

PAUL

Nope. The police said there was no

evidence of tampering The car was

too mangled, and burned, my poor

babies.

BASIL

Lance is a pro at staging accidents

Paul. He was black ops; specialized

in really ugly stuff.

Retired years ago. Blew up my

house?

PAUL

Gas leak.

BASIL

They killed Lenore? They didn’t

need to kill Lenore.

He sits down hard in a chair.

PAUL

Accidental death. Lance? Lance

Gardner, your friend? Your good

friend? Where’ve you been?

MISTER

He’s been fighting for his

life. They OD’d him. I almost lost

him that first night. I ain’t never

seen nobody that drug sick in all

my life. I thought he was throwing

up all his body parts. Couldn’t get

no sense in him for a week. You

still pissing blood?

PAUL

Who are you?

(CONTINUED)
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MISTER.

Well, Hell, no one’s called me

anything but ’Hey You’ or ’Mister’

for almost.. years. My name is Joe,

Joseph Gibbs.

BASIL

This old relic kept me alive.

PAUL

You both look like shit.

BASIL

So do you.

TONY

I put coffee on. Looks like you all

could use some, and a shower... I

keep seeing you around. I took you

to Doc Johnson, then again, at the

library. You never got back to

Connecticut, huh?

BASS

You’re the one that took me to

Johnson’s place? I tried to find

him again and couldn’t. Seems like

a hundred years ago. They almost

got me. Paul, they tried to kill

you because you ripped a hole in

their pockets. They didn’t need to

kill Lenore. She didn’t do

anything.

PAUL

Your friends. I kicked all your

asses didn’t I?

BASIL

You did. I was proud of you

too. But old lions don’t like

having their asses kicked.

PAUL

So they killed my Cass and my

babies?. That’s crazy. There was no

evidence of tampering. This was all

my fault?

Paul stumbles around looking for more liquor.
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MISTER

Are they some kind of death squad?

BASIL

These are smart men. They don’t

leave tracks. There’s no evidence.

I know how to stop them. I have to,

but I need help. If they staged my

death, I’ve got them. Drew will be

after my money. You can’t hide

money trails. We can get them.

MISTER

Need to take a two by four to ’em.

PAUL

I....will...destroy them....

BASIL

We have to make plans when you

sober up.

PAUL

I didn’t say I wanted to sober up.

BASIL

I need your help Paul. I need you

thinking clearly. Young man, could

you get us that coffee please?

PAUL

I hate you. Mom disintegrated when

you left her. She cried all the

time It destroyed her.

BASIL

I am not a good person Paul. I’ve

done so many things.. I am ashamed

of.. I, ... You don’t know the half

of it. I am so sorry for so many

things.

PAUL

God’s payback. You’re a bum. He

must hate me, gave me a smack down.

Cass and the kids were too good for

me. Wish you never met my mother.

Cass was just like her, so sweet,..

so good. I can’t take this.

Paul ambles around looking for the box of liquor. Finding

it, he reaches in, loses his balance and hits the floor with

one knee.
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PAUL (CONT.)

Oww! ... Dammit

MISTER

That’s not gonna work, losing

yourself in that damn bottle. I

tried it. Every time you sober up,

they’ll still be gone.

BASIL

Lance won’t stop until he gets you,

Paul. You have to shape up. You’re

too vulnerable like this. I need

you.

PAUL

You can stay here.... Cass has

furniture in the basement.... Bunch

of bums... What the Hell, I always

wanted a dog.

INT. - THE FOOD BANK - DAY

Paul makes his way out of the back room with fax sheets in

his hand and approaches his seated father. Bass speaks with

his head down, gesticulating minimally. Paul listens, looks

at his father and nods his head.

PAUL

Mercenaries are easy. Offer them

more money and redirect them.

Here’s what you asked for; your

financial records before everything

disappeared and everything now.

He pushes the small stack of papers across the table. Bass

peruses the paperwork.

BASIL

Drew and Sinclair were thorough.

What did they do with my assets?

I’ve got them. They’ll be up on

Federal charges. Those two are

finished. I have to get a copy of

my driver’s license from the DMV.

With that, I can start getting the

rest of my ID.

Paul walks around looking for a bottle of whiskey, but the

place is immaculate and orderly. He shoots a menacing eye

toward Tony, who has just come upstairs from the basement

with a box of toilet tissue. Paul then pulls a bottle out

of the bottom drawer of a file cabinet and twists it open.
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BASIL (cont’d)

Paul, I need you to rent me a place

in eye shot of the Fasttrack

factory in New Jersey.

Paul walks around looking for something. Finding a coffee

cup, he pours liquor in it and starts his day of drinking.

PAUL

The fertilizer company? Why?

BASIL

I’m an owner and I have a feeling

my associates will show up there.

PAUL

So you had holdings that I did not

find?

BASIL

A few.

PAUL

I still have a lot to learn.

Tony has been occupied stocking shelves.

TONY

Mr. Chambers, I’ll have to bring my

little sisters to work until I can

find their shot records and get

them into pre-school.

PAUL

What? Sure, no problem.

SEQUENTIAL SHOTS

Basil types a message on Cassie’s computer and prints it out

on bright yellow paper. A photograph is scanned and copied

and placed in the folded yellow messages.

Pre-dawn, Mister and Bass approach a chain linked parking

lot. Looming in the distance, is a billboard flashing

FASTTRACK ads that blink over to other ads and back to

FASTTRACK. Mister tools open the lock and the pair approach

the parked black panel trucks. Mister tools open the doors.

The yellow notes with photos are left on the front seat of

each truck. The pair leave the facility, locking the gate

behind them.
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INT.- THE DEEP THROAT BAR - DAY

Five of the Safer City sanitation crew sit in a booth at the

bar. They nurse shots and mugs of beer. One of the yellow

notes is crumpled on the table.

SAN MAN 6

So we eliminate the threat and

stand down? We good?

They all nod in agreement.

EXT- CITY STREET CORNER - DAY

Coreen clean and groomed, exits the bus at the corner and

walks slowly down the alleyway where the remnants of

Mister’s belongings are strewn about. She picks up an

unopened can of beef stew from against the wall, sits on a

crate and cries.

INT - ANDREW PETTAWAY’S HOME OFFICE

Andrew lies sprawled awkwardly in his recliner. He is

dead, His shirt is stained with his vomit. On the table

next to his chair are three empty prescription bottles, an

empty fifth of whiskey lying on it’s side, an open bottle of

Nyquil with it’s cap on the table, and wads of used tissues.

The oversize TV screen mounted on the wall announces that

the lead story at the top of the hour will be the indictment

of Andrew Pettaway, President of Centurion National Bank.

INT- BASIL’S RENTED ROOM FACING THE FASTTRACK PLANT -NIGHT

Bass’ room has a Spartan functionality. He has placed a

table and chair near the window and watches the facility

with binoculars. He rises to grab a submarine sandwich out

of the refrigerator, pours a cup of coffee and returns to

the window then continues his vigil.

Basil sits trying not to doze off when a ragged truck pulls

into the driveway of the Fasttrack plant. Glancing at the

clock, it is 1:10 in the morning. He watches as the driver

waits for his partner to punch in the code which opens the

garage door. The truck is backed into the plant. Minutes

after the garage door closes, another unfamiliar vehicle

enters the lot and like the first, the passenger opens the

garage doors and the vehicle backs into the structure.

Watching the clock, 15 minutes have passed and no one has

exited the plant.
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At 1:45, Bass pulls on a hooded sweatshirt and exits his

room. He jogs across the roadway and enters the Fasttrack

parking bay. He keys numbers into the lock pad and enters

the security door.

INT. THE LOADING BAY OF THE FASTTRACK PLANT - NIGHT

The loading hatch is wide open. The hum of the machinery in

full operation is prevalent in the room. Sitting on the

floor with his back against the wall is Lance. He is

scuffed up from the obvious struggle.

LANCE

Did you really think those clowns

could take me? Wilson and Sinclair

may be rose food but so are those

throwbacks... Now, your turn.

Lance launches himself at Bass who tries to ward off the

blows with his forearms. Bass is obviously outclassed and is

receiving a thorough beating from Lance who is enjoying

knocking his adversary around the room. With each punch, he

announces his motivation.

This is for Wilson. This is for

Sinclair. This is for Drew. This

one’s for me....

Having entered the door unnoticed, Mister comes up behind

Lance swinging a two by four connecting with Lance’s back.

MISTER

And that one’s for Coreen.

The blow sends Lance reeling. He falls back seemingly

unconscious onto the floor.

MISTER (CONT.)

You should’ve knocked on my door...

let me know you were leaving Bass.

BASIL

Oh God....oww.. (trying to catch

his breath). I gotta do something

here. Dangerous. Oww...You should

go, Joe.

Bass staggers to his feet with Joe’s assistance and makes

his way to a security panel. He punches in numbers on the

key pad on the wall, and pulls open the flat 12" by 12"

steel door. Looking at another internal key pad hesitates..

Mister watches him intently.
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BASIL (cont’d)

What was that code date?...

Independence? What did he say?..

Yes, the Constitution! 17..uh..87!

Basil punches the four keys as Lance suddenly swings the

abandoned two by four catching Mister squarely in the back

dropping the man. Basil doesn’t wait to be attacked, he runs

at Lance ramming his head into Lance’s stomach. Lance drops

the lumber. He grabs the back of Basil’s sweatshirt, pulling

it up to disable him. The two men grapple as Lance pummels

Bass’ back, Bass punches Lance in the stomach. Lance swings

Bass toward the open loading hatch by his shirt. Bass

carries the momentum further and grabbing Lance’s pant legs

and bucking up, manages to push Lance into the hatch. Lance

pulls Bass in with him. Bass grabs on to the lip of the

hatch. He pulls it closed on his fingers. He shouts to

Mister. Mister is regaining his equilibrium and rising to

his feet.

BASIL (cont’d)

Joe, hit the black button! Hit the

button quick and get out!

Mister runs to open the hatch but as he does, Bass loses his

grip and the two fall into the machinery. Mister yells.

MISTER

Bass!!Bass!!

The screams are horrendous, but brief. Mister staggers back,

horrified. He looks back to the panel and runs to press the

button. He slams it with his palm and rushes back to the

hatch, pulls with all his might but it won’t open. Hearing

deep rolling thunderous explosions, starting from a distance

and growing closer. The building shakes violently. The walls

buckle and break. Mister is thrown down, fights for footing

then runs for the door and out into the night.

INT.- BASS’ WINDOW.-NIGHT

Joe watches as Fasttrack and the adjacent structure explode,

crumble and fall in on themselves. There is much dust, and

sparks, a hot white blaze sears into the sky. The complex is

ablaze when the emergency vehicles begin to arrive. The

entire complex appears to have collapsed thoroughly onto its

foundation.

After standing in silence watching, Mister shakes his head,

a tear runs down his cheek.
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MISTER

I’m sorry I couldn’t get you home,

my friend. I am sorry.

INT. INSIDE THE FOOD BANK - DAY

Paul has just retrieved a bottle of liquor and a coffee cup

from the file cabinet. He spots a thick envelope bound in a

folded leather portfolio in the drawer. Pulling it out, sees

it is the Last Will and Testament of Basil R.

Chambers. Paul takes it over to the table and sits down

carefully. He reads the pages, turning one after the other.

Initially he is expressionless, then slowly nods his head.

He pours a few drops of whiskey, stops and holds onto the

cup. Tony’s little sisters walk up to his elbow and stare at

him.

NEECY

Mr. Kambers, Bean has to go to the

bathroom and we can’t reach the

light.

PAUL

Oh, can’t you now? I guess I can

handle that.

Paul screws the top back on the bottle and rises. He scoops

the smaller child up and walks the little girls back toward

the bathroom and flips on the light.

Here you go little one. Where’s

your brother?

NEECY

’member he told you. He has to take

a test today, to finish school.

PAUL

Oh yeah, he did say something.

Okay.

Closing the door behind the girls, he returns to put the

booze bottle back in the top drawer of the file cabinet.

PAUL (CONT.)

Okay, okay, change of plans.

Paul walks around looking at the supplies and picks a ledger

off the shelf. He glances back and forth between the stock

and the ledger and smiles. The door bell jingles announcing

someone’s entry. Coreen walks in avoiding eye contact and

waits until Paul approaches.
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PAUL

What can I do for you today?

COREEN

I need some groceries and they said

at the hospital that sometimes you

have women’s clothing.

PAUL

You’re welcome to whatever you

need, I just don’t know where to

find anything, the boy that works

here...

From behind the basement door, Johnnie Walker starts whining

and scratching the door. He is relentless. Paul walks over

to a wall where Tony has stacked boxes for patrons. He

picks up a box and hands it to Coreen.

PAUL (CONT.)

Come here, pick whatever you

want, I’ll look around for

clothes. I don’t know what’s wrong

with the dog. He never does this.

Going over to the basement door, Paul cracks the door open

to check on Johnnie. The dog bounds through the door running

straight for Coreen. She drops everything and rubs the dog

tenderly.

COREEN

Oh, my Sweet Jesus. Johnny! What

happened to Mister boy? What

happened to Mister?

Appearing in the basement doorway, Mister looks to where the

dog has run. Seeing Coreen, he stops in his tracks and

stares. Looking up, Coreen sees him. The two say nothing,

but slowly walk toward each other. They take hands, then

Mister wraps Coreen in a big hug and rocks her from side to

side. Tears track down their faces. Paul watches

silently. Mister releases Coreen, then taking her by her

hand leads her to Paul.

MISTER

Paul, this is Coreen.

PAUL

Coreen? Dad’s Coreen from the

subway?
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MISTER

How’d you know about the subway?

PAUL

You two should sit down. I’ve got

something to tell you and the boy

when he gets back... and the person

Dad called Doc Johnson. Dad calls

you, "the Latter Day Friends of

Basil R. Chambers". Your lives are

about to change...... dramatically.

EXT - BRONX STREET OUTSIDE JOHNSON’S APT. - DAY

Tony and Paul exit a black chauffeured car that parks on the

street. Paul carries a small shopping bag. Tony knocks hard

on the door.

JOHNSON

Who is it?

TONY

Tony Bolden, Doc. I brought you a

man a few weeks back.

A series of dead bolts click open and Johnson opens the

door.

TONY

Hi Doc, this is Paul Chambers. You

helped his father. You’re not going

to believe this..

PAUL

My Dad instructed me to get you the

best sweater I could find, and

there’s more, lots more. May we

come in?

AS CREDITS ROLL

Paul walks through the hospital door. Exiting the elevators,

he walks through the corridors checking room numbers. He

enters Big Boy’s room.

Big Boy in a wheelchair, and Paul sit in the hospital day

room. Paul, finishes talking and lowers his head. Big

extends a hand and lays it on Paul’s forearm.

THE END


